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Abstract 
This thesis deals primarily with characterizations and Bayesian estimates 
o£ negative exponential and related distributions. It consists of chapters 
0,1,2,3 and 4 of v^ich chapter 0 gives a brief outline of Bayesian point 
estijuation. Chapters 1 and 2 are devoted to characterizations of distri-
butions by properties of certain conditional expectations while chapters 
3 and 4 report the results obtained on Bayesian estimation of some para-
metric functions in the Poisson process, two parameter negative exponential 
and the gamma distributions. 
The main result of chapter 1 is a general characterization theorem 
vdiich identifies those distribution functions for which the regression 
of a sanple observation on the largest ordered observation is linear. This 
theorem yields some interesting characterizations of negative exponential, 
Pareto, beta, power function and Weibull distributions. A result of Tanis 
(1964) is inproved by replacing the condition of independence of two 
statistics by the weaker condition of constant regression. The characteri-
zations reported in chapter 1 have also appeared in Beg and Kirmani 
(1974). 
Chapter 2 has three theorems of which the first two give characteris-
tic properties of the negative exponential distribution while the third 
one is a general result proving the uniqueness of the conditional expec-
tation E(X|X > x) for any random variable X. Theorem 1 strengthenes and 
generalizes a result of Galambos (1975) and Theorem 2 proves that a certain 
conditional variance is constant if and only if the distribution is 
negative exponential. Theorem 3 which, in fact, extends a result of Cox 
(1962) to random variables which are not necessarily positive, leads to 
characterizations of negative exponential, Pareto, geometric, and the 
"exponential structure" distributions of Laurent (1974). 
Chapter 3 is a study of the Bayesian estimation of the scale and 
•Ill-
shape parameters and the reliability function for a gamma distribution. 
Many of the results reported here are generalizations of Bhattacharya 
(1967). Both proper and improper priors are considered. Special attention 
is given to the conjugate family of priors and, in this case, Bayes risks 
of Bayesian and two con^ jetitive estimators of the scale parameter are 
obtained. Simple numerical computations give interesting insight into the 
superiority (under the assuii5)tions made) of the Bayes estimator over the 
classical maximum likelihood (ML) cum minimum variance unbiased (MVU) 
estimator. 
The first problem taken up for study in chapter 4 is the estimation 
of reliability for a Poisson process. Bayes estimator is obtained and 
its Bayes risk is calciHated. Bayes risks of maximim likelihood and 
minimum variance unbiased estimators are also confuted and conqjared. This 
coii5)arison supplements the work of Zacks and Even (1966) and Gaver and 
Hoel (1970). Bayesian estimates of some parametric fimctions of the 
location and scale parameter negative exponential distribution are also 
obtained in chapter 4. The prior adopted is an improper one reflecting 
prior ignorance. The parametric functions considred include the p-th 
fractile and the distribution function. The Bayes estimators reduce to 
the ML and MVU estimators of Epstein and Sobel (1954) and Zacks (1971) 
in certain situations. Mean-squared errors of the estimators are obtained 
and compared. Con5)arison of the mean-squared errors of ML and MVU 
estimators bring out some in?)ortant situations T^ e^re the ML estimator is 
superior. 
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CHAPTER 0 
PRELIMINARIES 
__^  — , \ 
1 INTRODUCTION 
The investigations carried out in this thesis fall into two distinct 
clases — characterizations of distribution functions and Bayesian 
point estimation of some parametric functions. The charkcterizations, 
obtained in chapters 1 and 2, are all based on certain conditional 
expectations while the estimation problems are motivated by "reliability" 
theoretic considerations. Mjch of the work on Bayes estimation is con-
cerned with conjugate and improper priors. The latter needs some intro-
duction and, therefore, the main object of this chapter is an outline 
of Bayes estimation and the choice of priors. This outline, given in 
section 3, is preceded by a brief description of the main probability 
models used in the thesis. 
We shall not atten5)t any description of the other well known 
definitions, concepts and results of Probability and Statistical In-
ference. Concepts such as random variable, distribution function, 
probability density function, expectation, conditional expectation, 
regression, independence, maximum likelihood and minimum variance im-
biased estimation and conplete sufficient statistics etc., shall not 
be discussed. Suitable references shall, however, be given whenever 
necessary. Rao (1973) is, in fact, the most appropriate source of in-
formation concerning the above mentioned topics. 
2 POISSON PROCESS, NEGATIVE EXPONENTIAL, GANWA AND INVERTED GAM^ 
DISTRIBUTIONS 
2.1 Poisson Process 
Consider random events such as (1) the arrival of a-rays, emitted from 
a radioactive sources, at a Geiger counter, or (2) the occurrence of 
accidents, errors, or breakdowns. One may describe these events by a 
counting function X(t), defined for all t > 0, vdiich represents the 
nvmiber of events that have occurred during (0,t3. The family of random 
variables {X(t), t >^  0} constitutes a stochastic process. An integer 
valued process {X(t), t >^  0} is said to be a Poisson process with in-
tensity (or mean rate) e, if the following assunptions are fulfilled: 
(i) XCO) = 0 and for all choices of indices t^ < t^ < ... < t^, the n 
random variables 
X(t^)-XCtQ),...,X(t^)-X(t^_P 
are independent, 
(ii) X(t2+h) - X(t^+h) has the same distribution as X(t2) - X(t.) for 
all choices of indices t- and t^, and every h > 0; and 
(iii) for any t^ and ±2 such that t. < t^, X(t2)-XCt^) is Poisson dis-
tributed with mean e (t^-t^). 
2.2 Negative Exponential Distribution 
There are several very general sets of assumptions which lead to the Poisson 
process (Parzen (1962), chap. 4). An iii?)ortant characterization of the 
Poisson process is as a renewal counting process with (negative) exponen-
tially distributed inter-arrival times. It is this fact which is 
responsible for the inportance of the "negative exponential" distribution 
function 
F(x)= l-exp(-ex), 0 < X < 00 . 
The negative exponential distribution can also be derived from reliability 
theoretic considerations (Mann, Schafer and Singpurwalla (1974), chap. 4). 
It is then characterized as a failure distribution with constant hazard 
rate. A useful two parameter negative exponential distribution is given 
by 
F(x) = l-exp(-e(x-v)), x > : y ; - « ' < y < " , e > 0 . 
The parameter y, when restricted to lie in (0,"), is referred to, in 
failure theoretic terminology, as a guarantee or threshold parameter. 
2.3 Gamma Distribution 
A natural extension of the negative exponential distribution is the gamma 
distribution which is sometimes considered as a model in life-test pro-
blems (Mann, Schafer and Singpurwalla (1974), chap. 4). It can be 
derived by considering the waiting time to the p-th event in a Poisson 
process (Parzen (1962), p. 132-134) or, equivalently, by considering the 
p-fold convolution of a negative exponential distribution. The gamma dis-
tribution is defined by the probability density function 
f(x|e,p) = (e^r(p))' x^' exp(-x/e), 0 < x < «>, 
where e > 0 is the scale parameter and p > 0 is the shape parameter. For 
later use, it may be noted that if a random variable X has the gamma 
distribution 
f(x|y,v) = (r(p))" yP X^" exp(-yX), 0 < X < »; y, v> 0 
then Y= 1/X has the "inverted gamma" distribution 
g(y|y,v) = (y/y)^"^ exp(-y/y)/yr(v), 0 < y < ". 
2.4 Reliability Function 
The Poisson process, negative exponential distribution and the gamma dis-
tribution together represent iii5)ortant statistical failure models (Mann, 
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Schafer and Singpurwalla (1974), chap. 4). A failure distribution represents 
an attempt to describe mathematically the length of the life of a material, 
a structure, or a device. For failure models, the quantity of interest is 
R(t), the reliability at time t, which is defined as the probability of 
failure free operation during (0,t] . If X is a non-negative random variable 
denoting failure time then RCt) = l-F(t) vhere F(t) denotes the distri-
bution function of X. Thus estimation of distribution function is important 
from the point of view of applications. 
3 AN OUTLINE OF BAYESIAN POINT ESTIMATION 
3.1 Prior and Posterior Distributions 
Let X^,X-,...,X be a random sairple (i.e. independent and identically dis-
tributed random variables) from a density f(x|9),e belonging to Q , where 
the function f(.|e) is assumed known except for e. The problem is to 
estimate a specified function ^(Q). The Bayesian approach to the 
estimation of (j)(9) assumes the existence of a probability distribution 
on n. This probability distribution, specified by a con^ iletely ]<nown pro-
bability density function g(e), describes the degree of belief in possible 
parameter values prior to an observation being made, and consequently it is 
called a prior distribution. Thus the unknown e may be considered as the 
realized value of some random variable e vdiose probability density function 
g(e) is known. The additional information of known g(e) can be incor-
porated into estimation procedures by means of the posterior distribution 
of 0 given X^=x^, X2=X2,...,X =x . Let 
n 
(1) 
vdiere 
.nf^ile) : 
g*(e|x^,x2,...,x^)= g(e) h(x^,x2,...,x^j 
n 
h(x^,x2,...,x ) = / n f(x.|e)g(e) de. 
Q i=l 
g (e|Xw^,X2,... ,x ) may be interpreted as describing an experimenter's 
degree of belief in different possible values of e after the observations 
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x.,X2,...,x have been made, and consequently it is called the posterior 
distribution of e Ccorresponding to the prior density gCO)- Thiis, the 
san^ Jle observations change a decision maker's degrees of belief by 
changing a prior distribution into a posterior distribution. 
3.2 Bayes Risk and Bayes Estimator 
The decision maker's problem is to estimate ^ {Q) on the basis of the 
random sanple X^.X-.-.-jX and the prior density g(e). Let l(t,e) repre-
sent the loss incurred if the decision maker estimates <))(e) to be t vdien 
e is the acttial realized value. For any estimator T(X-jX^,. ..,X ) , 
(2) p(e,T) = E^{l(T(x^,X2,...,X^),9)} 
n 
= f°_J.(t(x^,x^,...,x^),Q) n f(x^ |e)dx^ .dx2 ... dx^ 
is called the risk function corresponding to the loss function lCt,e). 
Two estimators T^  and T^ could now be con5)ared by looking at their 
respective risks p(0-,,T^ ) and piByflj^t preference being given to that 
estimator with smaller risk. In general, the risk functions as functions 
of 9 of two estimators may cross, one risk function being smaller for some 
e and the other smaller for other e. Then, since e is unknown, it is 
difficult to make a choice between the two estimators. The difficulty is 
caused by the dependence of the risk function on e. A natural way of 
removing the dependence of the risk function on e is to average out the 
6 , using the prior density as the weight function. Then 
* 
r CT) = E {pCe,T)} = /p(e,t)g(e)de 
g fi 
is called the Bayes risk of estimator T with respect to the loss function 
l(t,e) and prior density g(e). Substituting from (2) and (1) in the above 
integral and changing the order of integration one may write the Bayes 
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risk as 
(3) r CT)= r_j! iCtCx^,... , \ ) ,6) g (e I x^,... ,Xj^)de}h(x^,... ,x^) 
dXi ... dx . 1 n 
Bayes risk of an estimator is a real nimiber, so two conpeting estimators 
can be readily compared by con^ jaring their respective Bayes risks. Bayes 
estimator of (()C9), with respect to the loss fmiction l(t,e) and prior d 
density g(e), is defined to be that estimator with smallest Bayes risk. 
Thias if one knows the correct prior distribution and accepts the criterion 
that a best estimator is one that minimizes the Bayes risk, then the Bayes 
estimator corresponding to the known prior distribution is optimum. 
3.3 Conqjutation of the Bayes Estimator and Its Bayes Risk For the squared 
Error Loss Function 
The definition leaves the problem of actually finding the Bayes estima-
tor of (f)C6) unsolved. For' 's quared error'' loss function l(t(x^ jX^,... ,x ),e) = 
(t(Xj^ ,X2,... ,x ) - (j)(e)) , finding the Bayes estimator is quite straight-
forward. Here (3) reduces to 
(4) r*CT)= /:j/CtCx^,...,x^)-<j,(e))2 g*(e|x^,...,x^)de}h(x^,...,xj 
dx..... dx 1 n 
vdiich is minimized on taking t(x^,X2,.. .,x ) equal to the conditional 
expectation of ^ie) with respect to the posterior distribution of 0 given 
XT=X, X^=X,..., X =x . Thus 1 z ' n n 
T (X^,X2,...,X^) = E{<j,(0)Ix^ ,X2,...,x^ } 
is the Bayes estimator of i^(_e) with respect to the squared error loss 
•7-
function. Evaliaation of the "marginal" joint probability density function 
•k 
of X^  ,X-,... ,X is not necessary in calculating T (X^  ,X^,... ,X ). The 1 Z n J- z n 
Bayes risk of the Bayes estimator is given by 
r*CT*) =Eg{pCe,T*)} 
vdiich can also be calculated from (4). For T=T , (4) may be rewritten as 
r (T ) = Ej^ {V(<|,C0)lXj^ ,X2,...,X^ )} 
where V denotes the variance and E, the expectation with respect to the 
"marginal" joint probability density function h(x-jX^,... ,x ) of X-./^ ,^ 
...,X . Thus the Bayes risk of the Bayes estimator of (J)(6), under the squared 
^ 2 
error loss function, l(t,e) = Ct-(|)(6)) is nothing but the expectation 
of the posterior variance of (j) (0). 
3.4 Choice of the Prior Distribution and the Conjugate Family 
Unless the state space fi contains a very limited number of elements {e}, 
it will usually be iii5)osible for the decision maker to assign a prior 
probability to each e individually. In the estimation problem, fi is an 
interval and the decision maker will be forced to express his prior in-
formation or judgement by specifying a limited number of simmary 
measures of the distribution of e (Raiffa and Schlaifer (1972), chap. 3). 
He can, however, start by selecting some family 7of distributions defined 
by a mathematical formula containing a certain number of adjustable 
parameters and then to select the specific member of ^  which meets his 
specifications of summary measures by giving the proper numerical values 
to these parameters. 
The fact that the decision maker can not specify every detail of his 
prior distribution by direct assessment means that there will usually be 
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considerable lattitude in the choice of *^ even though the selection of a 
particular member within "^will usually be determined by the decision 
maker's expressed beliefs. This lattitude is usefully exploited by choosing 
a family 'f such that (a) ^ should be "closed under sampling" in the sense 
that if a member of ^ is used for the prior distribution, then, for any 
possible experimental outcome, the resulting posterior distribution should 
turn out to be another member of *^ ; (b) '^ shoiild be rich enough to allow 
the decision maker to come reasonably close to a description of his actiml 
state of knowledge; and (c) individual members of'^should be determined 
by specifying the values of a few parameters. There is no use pretending 
that the prior distribution represents very exact information. 
The desideratum (a) above leads to the widespread use of conjugate 
family of distributions in Bayesian estimation. Siippose that the prior 
distribution of the unknow parameter e of a known probability density 
function f(x|e) belongs to'J. If, for any sample size n and any values 
of the observations in the sajqjle, the posterior distribution of 6 
necessarily belongs to '^ then '^ is called a conjugate family of distri-
butions for sampling from the probability density function f(x|e). It is 
remarkable that if f(x|e) admits of a fixed dimensional sufficient statis-
tic then there always exists a conjugate family of distributions. Con-
cerning identification and construction of the conjugate family, reference 
may be made to Raiffa and Schlaifer (1972, chap. 3) andDeGroot (1970, chap. 
9). For later use, it may be noted that if 
f(x|e,p)= (ePr(p))"-'- x^ ""'" exp(-x/e), 0 < x < < » ; e , p > 0 
then, under random san5)ling, the family'^= {g(9|y,v)|y > 0, v > 0} where 
g(e|p,v) = exp(-y/0)(y/e)'''^Vyr(v), 0 < e < «; y, v > 0 
is the conjugate family of priors for 9. 
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3.5 Improper Prior Distributions 
It is not necessary that a prior distribution be a proper probability dis-
tribution in the sense that it assigns probability 1 to the whole parameter 
space. Suppose for instance that the parameter space fi is the whole real 
line and it suits our convenience to think of all parameter values as 
being "equally likely" a priori. It seems natural to describe this by a 
"distribution" with a constant density function 
g(6) = k, say, for all 9 e (-»,"). 
However for no value of k does this define a proper probability distribution, 
foo ^g(8) de does not exist. Nevertheless one may use Lebesgue 
measure and take g(e)=l, for all 0, to describe our prior degrees of 
belief. Such a prior distribution is called iiq)roper (Box and Tiao (1973), 
p. 21). Of course improper prior distributions (also called prior quasi-
distributions) may, and usually do, result in perfectly proper posterior 
distributions. Inproper prior distributions find their application in 
the practical situations where the experimenter has little or no prior 
knowledge about the location of 6 in J2. 
CHAPTER 1 
CHARACTERIZATIONS OF SOME DISTRIBUTIONS BY LINEARITY 
OF A REGRESSION FUNCTION 
1 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Nature of the Characterization Problem 
I£ X^ ,X-,... ,X are n independent observations from a population with a 
known distribution function F(x) = P(X 1 x) then the distribution of a 
statistic T(X^,X-,...,X ) has certain well defined statistical properties. 
Si;5)pose now that the distribution function Ff.) is known to belong to a 
broad class of distributions but is otherwise unknown. If we impose 
specific restrictions on the family of distributions of certain statistics 
we will restrict the class of admissible distribution functions for the 
population. Characterization problems deal with the choice of some statis-
tic and the specification of properties of such statistics which will 
restrict the class of admissible functions for F(.) to a smaller family. 
2 
For example, suppose we choose two statistics X and S where X is the mean 
2 ^ - 2 
of of a random sample X^,X^,...,X , n >^  2, and S = (1/n) E (X.-X) . 
^ ^ ^ _ 2 i=l ^ 
Then the condition of independence of X and S restricts the distribution 
sampled to normal (Kagan, Linik and Rao (1973), sec. 4.3) and, therefore, 
provides a characterization of the family of normal distributions. 
1.2 Literature on Characterizations of Statistical Distributions 
Several authoritative surveys of characterizations of statistical dis-
tributions are available in the literature. Kagan, Linik and Rao (1973), 
which collects together a substantial nimiber of results, is concerned 
with the analytical theory of characterization problems. Kotz (1974) 
surveys characterization theorems pertaining to individual specific 
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distributions. Galambos (1975 a, 1975 b) gives a unified treatment of the 
theory of characterizing probability distributions by properties of order 
statistics. 
1.3 Characterizations of Distributions Through Regression of One Statistic 
on Another 
The starting point of investigations in this area was the work of Rogers 
(1963) and Kagan, Linik and Rao (1965). Rogers' resiiLt (as restated by 
Ferguson (1967), p. 265) shows that if X^.^, X2-n'*"'\:n ^^® ^^® °^^^^ 
statistics of a saii5)le of size n from an absolutely continuous distribution, 
and if for some m = 2,3,...,n, the regression of Xj^^]^.^ - X^ .^ ^ on X^ ^^ .^  is 
constant, then the distribution is negative exponential. Kagan, Linik and 
Rao (1965) proved that if X^,X2,... ,X , n >;^  3, are independent and 
identically distributed random variables with E(X.) = 0, and 
E(X|X^-X,...,X^-X) = 0 
n 
where X = (1/n) Z X., then X.'s are normally distributed. Kagan-Linik-Rao 
i=l ^ ^ 
theorem inspired some outstanding work in the theory of characterization 
problems (Kagan, Linik and Rao (1973), chap. 5 and 6). Ferguson (1967) gen-
eralized Rogers' theorem but the characterization of distributions through 
regression of statistics involving ordered observations failed to make 
moch progress. 
1.4 Results Reported in the Present Chapter 
Tanis (1964) proved that if X^ , X» ,...,X are the order statistics 
^ •' '^ l:n 2:n n:n 
of a sanple of size n from an absolutely continuous distribution, and if 
X. and X-X^ are independent then the distribution is negative 
exponential. Some of the motivation for the investigations carried out in 
the present chapter is provided by the desire to see whether the condition 
of independence of X-X^ and X^ in Tanis (1964) could be replaced by 
the condition E(X-X^.JX^.j^) = E( X-X^.^). This condition, constant 
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regression of X-X.. on X- , is weaker than independence in the sense that 
X ail X •II 
there exist dependent random variables X and Y satisfying ECY|X) = E(Y) 
almost surely (a.s.); see problem 1 on page 262 of Ash (1972). 
The constant regression E(Y|X) = E(Y) can be considered as a special 
case of the relation E(Y|X =x) = ax +3. The object of the present 
chapter is to sttidy the characterization of probability distributions 
n 
through the relation E( z a.Y.|Y^ = y) = ay +B a.s. where Y^,Y^,...,Y are 
1=1 
independently and identically distributed with continuous distribution, 
Y^. = min{ Y^ ,Y-,... ,Y } and a-, ,a,,. • • ,a are any constants with 
X*ii X ^ II X ^ II 
n 
Z a.= 1. The results are equivalently expressible in terms of 
i=l ^  
n 
E( E "i^il^-n^ ^ ) = a^ "3 a.s. where X^,^ = maxiX^jX^,.. .,X^} . 
A version of the regression function E(X.|X , = x), i= 1,2, ,n, 
X II all 
is obtained and studied in section 2. It plays the fundamental role in 
the characterization of exponential, beta and Pareto distributions in 
section 3. Theorem 1 of section 3 yields a whole class of characterization 
theorems which are proved as corollaries 1 and 2 in section 4. These 
corollaries characterize exponential, beta, Pareto, Weibull, and power 
function distributions. Most of the results presented in this chapter 
have appeared in Beg and Kimiani (1974). 
2 PRELIMINARY LENWAS ON E(X. |X = x) 
^ 1' n:n ' 
2.1 Assun^ jtions and Notations 
Let X^,X2,...,X be n mutually independent and identically distributed 
random variables with a continuous distribution function F(.) such that 
E(X.) exists. Let X- „ < X_.^ < ... < X . denote the order statistics 1 l:n — 2:n — — n:n 
of X^,X2,...,X . In this section we examine the regression function 
EQC-IX = X). 
^ 1' n:n ^ 
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2.2 A Version o£ the Regression Fimction EOC-|X_.^=x) 
It is well known that a regression function EC^-jX =x) is determined 
only up to an equivalence, that is,it is only determined almost surely 
with respect to the distribution of X . An obvious choice is 
ErX.lX =x) = r t dH (t) 
^ i' n:n •' J-«> x^ -^  
where H ft) = PfX. < tlX =x"). For each fixed x, H (t) is a distribution X ^ 1 — ' n i n " ^ ' X 
function in t. We now prove the following lemmas (Feller (1966), 
problems 14 and 15, chap. V). 
LENWA 1. For each fixed i <^  n, 
rC(n-l)/n)F(t)/F(x) , t < x 
(1) P(X,<t|X^^^=x)= j 
11 , t >;^  X 
Proof: The result is obvious for the case t >^  x. For t < x we assime, 
without loss of generality, i = 1. 
P(X, < t,x < X < x+h) 
^ 1 — * n:n ^ 
h+0 *• n:n 
C2) PCX,<t|X„^„=x)=ll. ptx"<X„.,<x^h) 
vdiere 
PCX^ < t, X < X < x+h) 
^ 1 - ' n:n •' 
n 
= Z^n\ < t, X^^^= X., X < X^^^ < x+h) 
= Cn-l)P(X^<t, X^^^=X2, x<X^^^<x+h) 
= (n-l)P(X^ < t, X < X2 < x+h, X3 < X2,X4 <_X^,...,X^ < X2) 
-14-
so 
and 
=F(t) {F^"^Cx+h)-F^"\x)}/Cn-l) 
P(X^ < t, X < X^,^ < x+h)=FCt){F^"^Cx+h)-F^~^Cx)} 
PCX < X^,^ < x+h) = F"Cx+h)-F"(x). 
Substituting these in (2), we get 
As 
PCX, < tlX . =x) = lim FCt)(f" ^x.h)-F"-^Cx)} 
,. FCt)Cl"u""^) FCx) 
h+OF(x+h)Cl-u^) ^ ^ ^ 
h . ^ F ^ ^ - l . u V . . . . . u - l • 
lim FCx+h) = FCx) and lim u = 1; 
hiO h+O 
PCX^ 1 t|Xj^ .j^ =x) = CCn'-l)/n) FCt)/FCx), t < x. 
The above resixLt holds for any continuous distribution function 
FCO' Hence the assun^ition of the existence of a probability density 
function in the above proof was uraiecessary (Feller (1966)). 
LEM^ 2. If FCx) ^ 0 then 
C5) ECX,lX^^^=x) = I . ^ 1 ^ /-.tdF(t). 
•15-
Proof: We have 
where H (t) = PCX. < t|X =x) is given by (1). It is obvious that 
H (t), a function o£ t, is di 
that F is continuous inplies 
f iscontinuous at t = x and the assumption 
From Lemma 1 we immediately get 
^4) ECX. |X^^^= X) = /:^ „t d C ^ ^ ; ^ ) . x{H^(x)-H^(x-)} 
= ^%]\ f tdF(t) +^. 
n F(xj •'-«> *• -^  n 
The function 
u^^^  ^ FW^-"^^^^^ 
in (4) is a nondecreasing function of x. The following proof is taken 
from Ferguson (1967,p. 268). 
LENM/V 3. Let x^ jX- be any two real numbers such that F(xO > 0 and 
x^ < x-. Then UCxJ <^U(x2). 
Proof: Our assunqjtions in^ jly that F(x~) > 0 and 
{UCX2) - UCx^)}F(x2)FCx^3 
X X 
=F(x^) /_f t dFCt) - F(X2) f _ l t dFCt) 
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X X 
=F(Xi) / / t dF(t) - {FCxp - F(x^)}/_i t dF(t) 
>FCx )^ x^{FCx2) - FCx^)}-{FCx2) - FCx^)} x^FCx )^ 
=0 
hence UCx^ ) >^  U(x-). 
Lemma 3 finds an immediate application in the following: 
Suppose 
EfX-IX = x) = ax - b a.s. . 
^ i' n:n -^  
Then, by Lemma 2, we must have 
S'/K P t dF(t) = (a-i-) x-b a.s. 
n PXx) •' -" ^ •' ^ n"^  
But, by Lemma 3, this must be nondecreasing in x. Hence a - 1/n > 0 or 
a > 1/n. 
3 CmRACTERIZATIONS OF EXPONENTIAL, BETA AND PARETO DISTRIBUTIONS 
3.1 Motivation for the Main Characterization Theorem 
The density function of the beta distribution Be(p,q) with parameters 
p and q is given by 
f W = B ^ ^ ^~ (1-x)^' , 0 < x < 1; p,q > 0. 
Taking p=e and q=l in above we get 
fCx) = ex^ "-*- , 0 < x < l ; e > 0 
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which corresponds to the distribution function 
To , X 1 0 
(5) FCx) = {x" , 0 < x < l ; e > 0 
, X >^  1 
we investigate the form of E(X. |X = x) vdien X^,X2,...,X are 
independent and identically distributed with distribution function (5) 
If 0 < X <^  1 then by Lemma 2 
E(X. IX = X) = ^  + - ^ ^ j"" t d(t^) 
^ i' n:n •' n 8 •'-«> ^ "^  
n X 
^ X ^  Cn-l)e x^ ""^  
"^ nx®Ce+l) 
- Cne+lj ^^  
which suggests the following 
Problem 1: Does E(X.|X = x) = (ne+l)x/(n(0+l)), 0 < x < 1, characterize 
1 n.n g 
the beta distribution F(x)=x ,0<^x<^l, e > 0 ? 
We now obtain ECX.|X = x) when X-,X2,...,X are independent and 
identically distributed random variables with F(x) = e"^ , x < 0; F(x)=l, 
X >^  0. This is the exponential distribution on (-",0). It may be 
considered as the "reflection" to the negative half of the real axis 
of the negative exponential distribution on (0,»). We have for x < 0 
ECX. IX = x) = - + -^ ^^ il P t d(eh 
^ i' n:n -^  n x J-<» ^^ J n 
n 
n 
(n 
X 
e 
- l )e 
X 
n e 
' —00 
(X. 
-1) 
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Cn-1) 
n 
whcih leads to 
Problem 2: Does EfX.IX = x) = x-(n-l)/n characterize the exponential dis-
<• i' n:n 
tribution FCx) = e , x < 0? 
Another interesting case vdiere E(X.|X = x) turns out to be a linear 
X 11•IX n 
function of x is given by the distribution function F(x) = (-x) , x < -1, 
e < 0; FCx)=l, X > -1. This is the reflection" to (-",-1) of the Pareto 
distribution on CI*")* Here, for x < -l,e < 0 
EfX. IX = x) = - + ^^'-^K /^  t dC-t)' 
viiich suggests 
Problem 5: Does E(X.|X . = x) = Cne+l)x/(n(9+l)) characterize the Pareto 
distribution F(x) = C-x)^ , x < -l,e < 0? 
It may be noted that in each of the three problems above, E(X.|X =x) 
is of the form ax-b. Problem 1 corresponds to a > 1/n (this may be seen on 
putting a = (ne+l)/(n(e+l))), problem 2 to a = 1 while in problem 3 a > 1. 
We recall now the fact that if EfX. IX = x) = ax-b a.s. then a must be greater 
i' n:n -^  ° 
than 1/n. The three cases (i) 1/n < a < 1, (ii) a = 1, and (iii) a > 1 together 
fill up all the possible values of a in the relation EfX.IX . = x) = ax-b. 
^ 1 ' n:n -^  
We need no assun^Jtion about the values of b. Questions raised in problems 
1,2, and 3 are answered in the Theorem 1 of the following section. 
3.2 The Characterization Theorem 
The proof of Theorem 1 below exploits the following result, Ferguson (1967, 
p. 268). 
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Ferguson's Theorem: If X, < X„ < • •-1 X denote the order statistics 
— ^ l:n ~ 2:n~ n.n 
of a san5)le of size n from a continuous distribution function F(.), and 
if for some positive integer m •< n, ECXni:n'\+l:n'' ^^ ^ ^'^ ^'^'' ^ ^ ^' 
then the distribution function is, except for change of location and scale, 
given by 
(i) F(x) = X® , 0 < X < 1, if 0 < c < 1 
(ii) F(x) = e^ , X < 0 , if c = 1 
(iii)F(x) = (-X)® , X < -1 , if c > 1 
where 9= c/(m(l-c)). 
The above result in effect characterizes Be(9,1), exponential and 
Pareto distributions. Of course, the distributions are characterized up to 
change of location and scale. 
We are now in a position to state and prove our own characterization 
theorem. 
THEOREM 1, Let X^,X2,...,X , n > 2, be independently and identically dis-
tributed random variables with a continuous distribution function F(.) such 
that E(X.) exists. If E(X.|X = x) = ax-b, a.s. for some real number a. and 
^1 ^ i' n:n -^ 
b with a > 1/n, then except for change of location and scale. 
(i) FCx) = x^ , 0 < X < 1 , if 1/n < a < 1 
Cii) F(x) = e^ , -co< X < 0 , if a = 1 
(iii)F(x) =(-x)^ -»< X < -1 , if a > 1 
where 9= (na-l)/(n-na). 
Proof: Noting that EQC.|X_ =x) does not depend on i, we may assume, without 
loss of generality, i=l. We are then required to obtain the form of F(.) 
when it holds that 
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(6) {n E(XJX^ = x) - x}/(n-l) = ax - 3 
X II •11 
where a= Cna-1)/Cn-1), 3 = nb/(n-l). Clearly, a e (0,1), a=l and 
a=Cl,<») accordingly as a e (l/ii,l), a = 1 and a e Cl,«>). By Lemma 2, the 
left hand side of (6) is 
Cl/F(x)) /^^t dFCt) 
vdiich is independent of n. It follows that 
{nE(X^|X^.^= X) -x}/Cn-l) 
= 2ECX^lX2.2= x) -x 
for all n. The problem now is to find the form of F(.) vdien 
(7) 2ECX^|X2.2= x) -X = ax-g 
Now 
2E(X^|X2.2 = X) 
=ECX^|X2^2=^) + E(X2lX2^2 = ^^  
=ECV^2l^:2 = ^) 
=E(X^^2l^2:2 = ^^  " ^ 
hence 
(8) ECX^.2lX2.2 = X) = ax - 3. 
We need the form of F(.) when (8) holds. This is directly obtainable frcrni 
Ferguson's result on taking m =1, n=2, c =a and d=3 . F(.) is given, 
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except for change of location and scale, by the following: 
Ci) F(x) = X®, 0< x < 1, if 0 < a <1 i . e . , i f 1/n < a < 1 
( i i) F(x) = e^, -«>< X < 0, if a = 1 i . e . , if a = 1 
( i i i ) FCx) = C-x)®,-«x x< - l , i f a > 1 i . e . , i f a > 1 
where e= c/CmCl-c)) = a/Cl-a) = Cna-l)/(n-l) 
and a = (ne+l)/Cn(0+l)). 
Theorem 1 provides new characterizations of Be Ce >1)> exponential 
and Pareto distributions. The converses of (i), (ii) and (iii) have already 
been noted in the subsection 3.1. Thus linearity of the regression 
function E(X.|X = x) is a new necessary and sufficient condition for a 
continuoias distribution to be Be(e,l), e3q)onential or Pareto. 
3.3 Theorem 1 Expressed in Terms of E(Y.|Y^ =y) 
Let Y. = -X. for i= l,2,...,n and let Y.. = min {Y^ ,Y^,. ..,Y }. Then 
Y, = -X and l:n n:n 
E(Y.IY, =y) = -E(X.|X = -y). 
^ i' l:n •'•' *• i' n:n '•' 
If E(X.|X =x) = ax-b then EQ^.jY^ = y) = ay + b and vice-versa. Let 
G(y) denote the distribution function of Y, 
G(y) = P(Y^ < y) = P(X^ > -y) = l-F(-y). 
The ccmclusions of (ii) and (iii) of Theorem 1 can thus be equivalently 
e:q)ressed as follows. 
Let Y^,Y2,...,Y , n >;^  2, be independently and identically distributed 
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random variables with a continuous distribution function G(.) such that 
ECY.) exists. If E(Y.|Y.. = y) = ay+b a.s. for some real numbers a and b, 
1 1 1 • II 
then except for change of location and scale, 
( i i )* G(y) = 1-e"^ , 0 < y < " , i f a = l 
( i i i ) G(y) = l-y"*** , l < y < « > , i f a > l 
where (j)= -(na-l)/(n-na) = (na-l)/(na-n). 
* 
It is to be noted that in (iii) (j) is greater than 1. This assures the 
* * * 
existence of a finite mean for the Pareto law (iii) . (ii) and (iii) 
are the xxsval forms of the exponential and Pareto distributions. 
4 FURTHER CHARACTERIZATIONS OBTAINED FROM THEOREM 1 
4.1 Characterization of Exponential, Beta, and Pareto Distributions by 
Linearity of Regression of San5)le Mean on the Largest Observation 
Theorem 1 has the following interesting consequences. 
n 
COROLLARY 1. If ai,a^,...,cx are real numbers with i; a- = 1 and if 
1 2 ' n . 1 1 
n ^=1 
E( I Ci^il^n-j.^ ^ ) = a^ "b a.s. then, except for change of location and 
scale, 
(i) F(x) = x^ , 0 < X < 1, if 1/n < a < 1 
(ii) F(x) = e ' ' , x < 0 , i f a = l 
(iii) F(x) =(-x)^ x< -1 , if a > 1 
n 
Since E(X.|X =x) does not depend on i(i= l,2,...,n) and E a- = 1, we 
have •'•"•^  
n 
\l^<'ih\\:r."'^'^C^\\:n-''^-
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The corollary is thus obvioios. An interesting case is obtained by choosing 
^ ^ "2= ••• = "11= ^/^-
n 
With this, Ef Z a.X.IX = x) becomes E(X|X^.„ = x) where X is the mean 
' ^.-,11 n:n n.n 1=1 
of X,,X^,...,X . In teims of Y. = -X., the conclusion (ii) of corollary 1, 
1* 2 ' n 1 1 
can be stated as : If E(Y|Y^.„ = y) = y+b then, except for change of 
location and scale, Y. have the distribution function GCy) = l-e3q)(-y), 
y > 0. The relation E(Y[Y. . = y) = y+b may also be vnritten as 
E(Y-Y, lY, = y) = b. 
^ l:n' l:n '-^  
It is interesting to con^ iare the above characterization of the negative 
exponential distribution with the result of Tanis (1964). He proved that if 
Y. , Y^ ,...,Y are the order statistics of a sanrole of size n from an 
l:n' 2:n' ' n:n jj 
absolutely continuous distribution, and if Y. and E (X^.„ " Y. ) are 
1=2 
independent, then the distribution is negative exponential. Noting that 
n 
S (Y., -Y-. ) = n(Y-Y^. ) , the in^ jortance of our result becomes obvious. 
• _*^ l*Ii X •11 X •Ii 
We have shown that the constant regression of Y-Y^.^ on Y^.^ characterizes 
negative exponential distribution. Tanis' condition of independence has thus 
been replaced by the weaker condtion of constant regression in oiir resiolt. 
Moreover, this remarkable inprovement has been obtained under the less 
restrictive assunption that the parent distribution function is continuous, 
vdiile Tanis (1964) asstmies the distribution function to be absolutely 
continuous. Of course, we had to assume that E(Y.) exists an assun^ jtion 
not necessary in Tanis' work. 
4.2 CJiaracterizations of Weibull, Uniform, Triangular, J-Shaped and Pareto 
Distributions 
A number of inportant and useful probability distributions are related to 
the negative exponential distribution through siji5)le functional relationships. 
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Hence the characterization of the negative exponential distribution by 
the condition ECY.|Y- =y) = y+b is of great significance. Exploiting 
1 ^ •XX 
these relationships, one can then obtain a number of new characterizations. 
These ideas are made precise in Crollary 2. 
Let Y^ ,Y-,... ,Y be independently and identically distributed with 
a continuous distribution function G(y) and in addition we assume that 
there exists an interval [QI J^-] , -" l 6. < 6- 1 ^^j such that G(e^)=0, 
GCe2)=l, and 0 < GCy) < 1 for each 9^ < y < 02. 
COROLLARY 2. Let h(.) be a strictly increasing function from [6i»02l ^° 
[0,<t>], 0 < <j) < +00 , such that E(h(Y.)) exists. Then, E(h(Y.)iY^,^ = y) = 
h(y) + b if, and only if, except for change of location and scale, 
G(y) = l-expC-h(y)), y e (8^,62). 
Proof: Let Z. = h(YO> i= l>2 , . . . , n , and Z. = minlZ, ,Z- , . . . ,Z } . Since 1 1 l : n 1 2 n 
h is strictly increasing, 
Z, = h(Y, ) . l:n ^ l:n-^  
Further all strictly increasing functions are one-to-one with a unique 
inverse 
h then 
EChCYi)|Y,^^ = y) 
= E(Z.|h-\z^.^) = y) 
= E(Z.|Z^.^=h(y)). 
Now, we want the form of G(y) when 
ECZ. |Z^.^ = h(y)) = hCy)+b 
vdiich is also strictly increasing. Let h denote the inverse of 
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i.e.. 
E(ZjZj^.^= z)=z + b . 
The random variables Z.'s are continuous, independent and identically 
distributed as h is strictly increasing and Y.'s are continuous, inde-
pendently and identically distributed. So we may apply Theorem 1 to 
the common distribution of Z.'s and from (ii) of section 3.3, 
ECZ.jZ- = z) = z + b a.s. if, and only if. 
P(Z. < z) = l-exp(-z), 0 < z < 
Hence 
G(y) = PCYi 1 y) 
= PCZ. < hCy)) 
=l-exp(-hCy)). 
Corollary 2 gives characterizations of a number of important 
probability distributions. We point out the following special cases. 
1. Let e.=0, 92=+" , and h(y) = y , K >^  1, then Corollary 2 
characterizes the Weibull distribution with density function 
K y^"^ exp(-y)^ , 0 < y < » . 
The negative exponential distribution corresponds to K=l. 
2. Let e^ > 0, 02 > 0, and hCy) = -logll-ij/Q^)^ , K > 1. The function 
hC.) satisfies the assumptions of Corollary 2 and we get a characterization 
of 
G(y) = 0/62)^ , 0 < y < 02 , K > 1 . 
This is the power function distribution. It has as special case the uniform 
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distribution CK=1), the triangular distribution CK=2) and the J-shaped 
distribution (K=3). 
3. Let 0^ > 0, 02= + ", hCy) = K log(y/0^), K > 1. Then Corollary 2 
gives a characterization of the Pareto distribution 
GCy) = 1-Cy/e)"^ , yt\>'^>^, Qi > O-
4.3 Closing Remarks 
It is worth remarking that more characterizations can be obtained if we 
apply Corollary 2 to assertions (i) and (iii) of Theorem 1. However, we 
have omitted them as they add nothing conceptually new and, moreover, 
distributions functionally related to Be(0,1) and Pareto are not as 
interesting as those functionally related to the negative exponential 
distribution. 
CHAPTER 2 
CHARACTERIZATIONS OF SOME DISTRIBUTIONS BY TRUNCATION 
PROPERTIES 
1 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 The First Problem DiscLissed in the Present Chapter 
Let Xi , X- ,...,X denote the order statistics of a random sample of l:n' 2:n' ' n:n 
size n from a continuous distribution function F(.). It is knovm (Ferguson 
(1967), Theorem 1) that, except for change of location and scale, 
F(x) = l-exp(-x), X >_ 0, if, and only if, for some i < n, 
E(X.^- -X. = x) = c a.s. . 
^ 1+1 :n i:n ^ 
What happens if X._j_^  .p"^-. ^ the above relation is replaced by R. (a) = 
min{X.^^. -X.. , a} vfliere a is a given positive number? The answer to this 
question is given by Theorem 1 of section 2 which characterizes negative 
exponential distribution by the relation 
E(R.(a)IX. = x) = c a.s. . 
^ 1^ •" i:n ^ 
This result strengthenes and generalizes a result of Galambos (1975) vdiich, 
in its turn, is an extension of the work of Fisz (1958) and Basu (1965). 
1.2 The Second Problem and Its Solution 
The second problem considered in the present chapter is again related to 
the conditional distribution of X. ^ given X. = x. It is noted 
1+1:n i:n 
that if F(x) = l-exp(-x), x > 0 then the conditional variance of X... 
' — 1+1:n 
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given X.. = x is a constant,independent of x. The converse is discussed 
in section 3 vdiere it is proved that the constancy o£ conditional variance 
is a characterizing property of negative ejqjonential distribution. 
1.3 The Final Problem of this Chapter 
The third and the final problem of this chapter is taken up in section 4. 
It is motivated by a problem of Cox. Cox(1962, p. 128, ex. 1) has the result 
that the conditional expectation E(X|X > x) of a positive random variable 
characterizes the distribution of the random variable. It is, therefore, 
natural to investigate vdiether the same is true of conditional 
expectations of random variables vdiich can take both positive and negative 
values. It is proved in Theorem 3 that if E(X) < » and if the distribution 
fimction F(x) of X is continuous on (-«',0] and satisfies F(x) < 1 for all 
real x then F is characterized by the conditional expectation E(X|X > x). 
This result provides a technique for discovering characterization theorems 
for such distribution functions. All that is necessary then is to specify 
the function ECX|X > x) for all real x. Characterizations of negative 
exponential, geometric, Pareto, and "exponential structure" distributions 
of Laurent (1974) are obtained as immediate consequences of Theorem 3. 
Finally, it may be remarked that the three problems considered in the 
present chapter are special instances of the general problem of 
characterizing a probability distribution F by properties of the family 
of distributions {F Ix real nimiber} vdiere F denotes the truncation of F 
x' X 
(at x) from below. 
2 CHARACTERIZATION OF NEGATIVE EXPONENTIAL DISTRIBUTION BY CONSTANCY 
OF REGRESSION OF TRUNCATED SPACINGS 
2.1 History of the Problem 
Let X^ and X2 be independent and identically distributed random variables 
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and put X^.2 = ndii(X^,X2) and X2.2=max(X^,X2). Fisz (1958) (by inqjlication) 
and Basu (1965) proved that, among all non-negative and absolutely conti-
nuous distributions, the independence of X^.2 and X2.2 characterizes the 
negative exponential distribution. The Fisz-Basu result has been extended 
and generalized by Ferguson (1964), Crawford (1966), Galambos (1972), 
Galambos (1975), Srivastava (1967), Rogers (1963) and Ferguson (1967). 
Ferguson (1964) proved that if X^ and X- are independently distributed 
with absolutely continuous distributions then the independence of X^.2 ^ ^^ ^ 
X„ - in the Fisz-Basu characterization may be replaced by independence 
of X--X2 and X^.2. Crawford (1966) generalized Ferguson (1964) by repla-
cing absolute continuity with the assimiption that X^ and X- are not dis-
crete. Fisz-Basu characterization is also deducible from Galambos (1972). 
A different type of extension has been given by Galambos (1975). Let 
R(a) = min{X2,2-X-i. > a} vfcere a is a given positive number. Galambos 
(1975) proved that, for an absolutely continuous distribution, R(a) and 
X^,2 are independent if, and only if, the distribution is negative 
exponential. 
Srivastava (1967) proved that if X^. , X-. ,..., X . are the order 
Statistics of a random sample of size n from an absolutely continuous 
distribution function F(.) with F(0) = 0 then X.^^. -X., is independent 
of X. if, and only if, F(x) = l-e3q)(-x), x >^  0. Fisz-Basu result follows 
J- •XL 
on taking n = 2, i= 1. A strengthened and extended form of Srivastava's 
characterization was given by Govindarajulu (1966). Srivastava's result 
was also obtained (by iii5)lication) by Rogers' (1963). In fact, Rogers 
(1963), as quoted in Ferguson (1967), has shown the stronger result 
that: if, for some i= l,2,...,n-l, the regression of X.^. -X. on X. 
' ' ' ' ^ 1+1 :n i;n i:n 
is constant, then the distribution is negative exponential. This result 
was further generalized by Ferguson (1967) who replaced Rogers' assumption 
of absolute continuity with continuity. 
The object of this section is to obtain a strengthened generalization 
of Galambos (1975). We will, however, have to asstmie the existence of 
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expectation. 
2.2 The Characterization Theorem 
We now prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Let X^  , X^ ,..., X „ denote the order statistics of a l:n Z:n n:n 
random sanple of size n from a continiious distribution F(.). Then except 
for change of location and scale, 
F(x) = l-exp(-x), X >^  0 
if, and only if, for some positive integer i less than n and some constant c 
EfR.Ca)|X. =x) = c a.s. 
^ 1^ '^' i:n ^ 
vdiere R. (a) = min{X.,i -X. , a} with a given a > 0. 1^ •' i+l:n i:n' ^ 
Proof: Let V. = X.^- -X. . V. „ is called the i-th sanrole spacing and i:n 1+1 :n i:n i:n t- t- & 
R.(a) is its truncation at a. R. (a) is expressible as 
R. (a) = V. + fa-V. ) I, ^ (V. ) 1^ -* i:n ^ i:n-' (a,<»)^ i:n'' 
and, therefore, 
E(R. Ca)IX. = x) 
^ X ^^ i:n ^ 
==CVi:n|Xi,„=x) * /:(a-v)dPCV. ^ ^ <_ v|X. ^ ^=x) 
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Nc3w, E(y. IX. =x) does not involve a at all, and it is, therefore, a 
' ^ i:n' i:n 
function of x alone. Let g(x) denote this function. If we write r(a,x) 
for ECR^Ca)|X^.^=x) and h(a,x) for E(Ca-V..^) ^ Ca,-) (^ i:n^  i^ i:n= ""^  *^''' 
we have 
r(a,x) = g(x) + h(a,x) 
for almost all x. We now show that r(a,x) is independent of x if, and only 
if, both g(x) and h(a,x) are independent of x (i.e., g(x) = IC. and 
h(a,x) = K^Ca) where K. and Y.^ do not involve x). Obviously, if both 
g(x) and h(a,x) are independent of x then their sum, namely r(a,x) will 
also be independent of x. It remains to show that if r(a,x) is free of x 
then so must be the functions g and h. 
If r(a,x) is free of x, then 
Q ^ 3r(a,x) ^  dg(x) ^  3h(a,x) 
3x ~d5c 9x 
giving 
(1) dgW ^ _ ah(a,x) 
9x 
But, the right hand side of (1) involves a vdiereas the left hand side can 
not involve a. It follows that (1) holds if, and only if 
dg(x) ^ Q ^  9h(a,x3 
~a5c 3x 
We have, thus, shown that ECR^(a)|X. = x) is independent of x if, and 
only if, both E(y. ^ IX. = x) and ECCa-V. ) I^ . (V. )|X. = x) are i:n' i:n -^  '-'• im"^ Ca,«>) i:n'^ ' i:n •' 
(simultaneously) independent of x. 
It is known (see Ferguson (1967), Theorem 1, p. 268) that 
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£|.V^.nl^i:n^ x) = ECX^+i.n"^i:nl\.n= c^) = K, independent of x, if, and 
only if, except for change of location and scale, 
FCx) = l-exp(-x), X >^  0. 
Further, noting from P/kje (1965, p. 399) that 
ri-CG(t)/G(x)r, t > x 
(2) PCXi,i,„<tlX,^^=x)=^ 
\o, otherwise 
where G(.) = 1-F(.) and m = n-i, we have 
E((a-V. ) I, .(V. )|X. = x) 
= r(a-v) dPCV. .„ < vIX. = x) 
•'a^ -^  ^ i:n — ' i:n •' 
' /ICa-v) dPCXi.i^^-X. ^ „ < v|X. ^ ^ = X) 
Hence, if F(x) = 1-expC-x), x >^  0, then 
^ ^ = e x p C - v ) , v> 0 
and, therefore 
Effa-V. ) I, .(V. )|X. = X) 
^"^ irn-' (a,")"- iin-*' i:n •' 
= - fCa-v) dC^'H^^^b 
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does not involve x. 
We have thus proved that if E(R. (a)|X. = x) is independent of x then, 
except for change of location and scale, F(x)= l-exp(-x), x >_ 0. The 
converse is also true because if F(x) = l-exp(-x), x >^  0 then both 
^^i:n'^i:n" ^ ^ ^ ^ ^^^^'^i:r? ^(a,") ^ i:n^'^i:n" ^ ^ ^^® independent of x. 
2.3 Inportance of Theorem 1 
Theorem 1 gives a new characterization of the negative exponential distri-
bution. The result of Galambos (1975) follows, in fact, more generally, on 
putting n=2. 
Our proof of Theorem 1 exploited the characterizing property 
(3) E(X.^i -X.. IX. = x) = c a.s. 
^ •' ^ i+l:n i:n' i:n -^  
established by Ferguson (1967). In fact, (3) is equivalent to 
(4) E(R. (m) |X. = x) = c(m) a.s., for all m >. 1. 
X X • XX 
To show that (4) iii5)lies (3), it will be sufficient to note that 
R^ (1), R. (2),... form an increasing sequence of non-negative Borel 
measurable functions converging to X.^. -X.. a.s. . The desired in^ jli-
X*'*X •iX X •XI 
cation now follows from the monotone convergence theorem for conditional 
expectations. The converse has already been noted during the course of the 
proof of Theorem 1. 
3 CHARACTERIZATION OF NEGATIVE EXPONENTIAL DISTRIBUTION BY A CONDITIONAL 
VARIANCE 
3.1 An Interesting Property of '^ (^ i+i-nl^ i-n'^  2c) ^ hen the Parent 
Population is Negative Exponential 
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Let X be a random variable with negative exponential distribution 
F(x) = l-exp(-x/0), X >^  0, 6 > 0 and let X. , X^ ,...,X denote the 
J. • XI ^ all 11 • 11 
order statistics o£ random sanple of size n from F(x)= l-exp(-x/e), x >^  0, 
6 > 0. Then the conditional distribution of X^ +^i .„ given ^j^. =2C possesses 
the interesting property that 
C5) V(X |X = X) = 2 ' ^ °^ ^^^ ^ ^ °-i+i.n i.n ^^_^^i 
To verify (5) we first show that if F(x)= l-exp(-x/e), x >^  0,6 > 0 
the conditional distribution of X.^^, -X. 
1+1 :n i:i 
same as the distribution of X/(n-i). For t > 0, 
then given X. = x is the 
:n n i:n 
PfX.^, -X. < tlX. = x) 
^ 1+1 :n i:n - ' i:n •' 
=PfX.^, < x+tlX. = x) 
^ 1+1 :n — ' i:n -^  
- 1 rl-F(x+t),n-i 
^ ^ 1-FCx) ^  
= 1- e-t^-i)^ 
= P(X/(n-i) < t). 
It follows that 
V(X/Cn-i))=V(X.,^^„-X.JX.^^>x) 
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2 2 
Verification of (5) is con5)leted on noting that V(X/(n-i))= 6 /(n-i) . 
The point of interest about (5) is that the conditional variance of 
X.^- given X., = x does not depend on x. It turns out that this is a 
characteristic property of the negative exponential distribution. 
3.2 Characterization of Negative Exponential Distribution by Constancy 
of Conditional Variance 
We now prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2. Let X be a random variable having distribution function F(x) 
with F(0)= 0 and E(X^) < « . i£ F(X) < 
f(x) = dF(x)/dx > 0 for all x > 0 then 
1 for all x < =» and 
F(x) = l-exp(-x/9), x >^  0, e > 0 
if, and only if, for some positive integer i less than n, 
(6) ^tVl:nl^i:n= ""^  ='^ ' ^°^ all x > 0 
where c is a constant. 
Proof: Writing (6) in full, we get 
or 
or 
El{CXi.i:„-x)-Eai,i,„-x|X.^^=. x)}V.^„=x] = c 
E[(Xi,i,„-x}'|X.^„= x] = c*[Eaj,i,„-x X.^„=x}]2 
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which on ijsing (2), gives 
-G'^'Cx) /"(t-x)^ d(G™(t)) = c+[-G'"^(x) r(t-x)d((f (t))] 
where G(.) = 1-F(.) and m = n - i. Integrating by parts and siji?)lifying, 
we find 
2G-"^Cx) r (t-x)G™(t) dt = cH-G-^ '^ Cx) [/V(t)dt] 
or 
(7) 2G^(x)/^(t-x)G^(t)dt- [/^G^(t)dt] = c G'^(X) . 
Let 
<|.(x) =C(t-x) G^(t)dt. 
Then 
(j, ^ -^' Cx) = -/^G™Ct)dt and ^ '^^^ (x) = G^(x) 
where ^^ ^ (x) is the k-th derivative of (^ (x). Hence from (7), we have 
2/2^(x) K x ) - (<|.^^\x))2 = c(4,^2^(x))2 
or 
(8) 2^^,4ilw>2 =e. 
Now ^^^\x) = m G "^-'-(x) G^^ ^Cx) = -m(l-F(x))'^"-'-f(x) is not zero by 
the assifliptions made. Differentiation of (8) then yields 
2 / ! l ( x l _ , ^^^^x)ft^^^x))^.^^^3^(2)^^3. / l ) (x) ( .C2)(x) ) ' 
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,C3) 
(<t>^^^Cx))-^ 
or 
(.^^^h^))^ - Kx) <l''^ ^^ Cx) = 0 , x > 0. 
Dividing by (* '^'"-'Cx)) i^O) we get 
d_ { i W _ } = 0 
i . e . , 
<()(x) = IC^  <|)'•"'"•* Cx) , X > 0 . 
The general solution of the above differential equation is 
(()(x) = K2 exp(x/IC,), X >^  0. 
Hence ^ 
<|)^ ^^ (x) = -|-exp(x/K^). 
h 
Since G(.) decreases, IC,= -a (a >• 0 ) , say. GCO) = G(0-H)= 1 gives 
G (x) = exp (-x/am), x >^  0 
i.e., 
F(x) = l-exp(-x/am) , x >^  0. 
The converse has already been shown in subsection 3.1 . Hence the theorem. 
4 A GENERAL CHARACTERIZATION THEOREM IN TERMS OF ECXfX > x) 
4.1 Motivation For Our Theorem 
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Cox (1962, p. 128, ex. 1) has the result that if e(x)= ECX-x|X > x) is the 
"expected futiire life of a conponent of age x" then the "survivor function" 
1-F(x) can be determined from e(x). In other words, Cox asserts that the 
conditional expectation E(X|X > x) for a positive random variable X (when 
it exists) characterizes the distribution of the random variable. The 
object of this section is to investigate whether the same is true for the 
conditional e3q)ectation of a random variable which can take both positive 
and negative values. Theorem 3 below establishes that, under certain 
conditions, the probability distribution of an arbitrary random variable 
X is characterized by E(X|X > x). Our theorem provides a new method for 
obtaining characterizations of a distribution function F(x) provided F(x) 
is continuous on (-",0]I and 1-F(x) > 0 for all real x. 
4.2 The General Characterization Theorem in Terms of E(X|X > x) 
We now prove the following 
THEOREM 3. Let '!^2_>^2 ^® random variables with respective distribution 
functions F- and F2 such that 
(a) E(X.) exists and is finite for i = 1,2, 
(b) l-F^(x) > 0 for all real x and i = 1,2, 
(c) F2 is continuous at all x <^  0. 
(d) E(X^|X^ > X) = E(X2|X2 > X) for all real x. 
Then 
F^(x) =. F2(x) for all x. 
Proof: We break the assun5)tion (d) into two cases - x > 0 and x < 0. 
Case 1: x > 0. For i = 1,2, we have 
t9) E(X,IX. , X) =. j ^ /; t dF.Ct) 
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where the denominator on the right hand side is positive by (b). Integrating 
by parts, we see that 
ll t dF.(t) = T F.(T)-x F.(x)- /^ F.(t) dt 
=- T{1-F^CT)} + x{l-F^(x)} + /^{l-F^(t)} dt 
But, the existence of E(XO implies that 
l i jnT{l-F, (T)} = 0. 
Hence 
T-»-<» 
/;j t dF.Ct) =x{l-F.(x)} + I.(x) 
where 
I^(x) = / ^ {l-F^(t)} dt, i= 1,2. 
(9) and (d) now give 
l-F.Cx) 
log I^(x) - log l2(x) = log -|^_p ^ ^^  , X > 0. 
Further, I.(x), i= 1,2, is differentiable with respect to x almost every-
where and 
d I (X) 
(concerning the derivative of an integral function, see Sz.^Nagy (1965), 
sec. 5.2.1, pp. 195-198). The left hand side of (11) is, therefore. 
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differentiable. This iinplies the differentiability of the right hand side. 
The differentiation yields 
l-F^(x) 1-F^(x) 1-V^( 
which, on using (10), gives 
1-Fl(x) 
l°g FFJC^ = log K , X > 0 
where K, the constant of integration with respect to x, does not depend 
on X. We, thus, get 
(12) 1-F^(x) = K[l-F2(x)], x > 0. 
Case 2: x < 0. If we write Y. = -X. and y = -x then (d) gives 
(13) E(YJY^ < y) = E(Y2|Y2 < y) , y > 0. 
Let G^(t) = P(Y^ <^  t) be the distribution function of Y.. Then 
G^(t) = 1-P(X^ < -t) = l-F^(-t-) 
and 
(14) E(Yi|Y. < y)= ^ jl^t dG.(t), i = 1,2 
where G^(y) = P(Y^ < y) = G^(y-) . The function G.(y) is left continuous at 
all y for both i= 1,2. But, by assun5)tion (c), F2(t) is continuous at all 
t < 0. Hence, G2(y) = l-F2(-y-) = l-F2(-y) is continuous at all y > 0. It 
follows that 
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(15) G2(y) = 62(7) , y > 0 . 
Coirbining (13), (14), and (15), we get 
The integrals on both sides of the above are continuous functions of y, and 
G^ is also continuous in y. Hence, G^(y) must also be a continuous function 
of y. Thus Gj^ (y) = G^  (y+) = G-(y) and (16) can be rewritten as 
Now 
/^ t dG^(t) = yG^(y) - TG^(T)- /^ G^(t) dt. 
The existence of E(Y.) = E(X.), however, in:5)lies that 
lim TG^(T) = 0. 
Thus 
Jlj: dG. (t) = yG. (y) - /!^G. (t) dt 
and (17) can be rewritten as 
J.Cy) J.(y) 1^^ 2' 
^''^ <m - ^ ' y>-' 
where 
- rY 
Since dJ^(y)/dy = G^(y), (18) is of the form (10) and proceeding as in case 
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1, we get 
G^Cy) = K' 62(7), y > 0. 
Noting that 
lim G.(y) = 0, i= 1,2 
it follows that k' = 1 and 
G^Cy) = G2(y), y > 0 
or 
F^(-y-) = F2(-y-), y > 0 
or 
F^(x-) = F2(x-), x < 0, 
The assunption that F2 is continuous at all x < 0, now implies that F^ must 
also be continuous at all x <^  0 and 
(19) F^Cx) = F2CX), for all X < 0. 
To finish the proof, we take the liinit as x + 0 on both sides of (12). 
This gives 
l-F^(O) = K[l-F2(0)] 
= K[1-F^(0)] 
vdiere the second equality follows from (19). I t follows that K = 1 and 
(12) becOTies 
(20) F^(x) = F2(x), X > 0. 
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Combining (19) and (20) con5)letes our proof. 
4.3 Some Consequences of Theorem 1 
Theorem 1 leads to several inportant characterizations. These characteri-
zations are given by the following corollaries. 
COROLLARY 1. A random variable X with finite expectation has a negative 
exponential distribution F(x) = l-exp(-x/0), x > 0, e > 0, if and only if, 
for all real x 
E(X|X> X) = E(X) + X I(-o^„)Cx). 
Proof: It is clear that F(x) = l-exp(-x/0), x > 0, e > 0 satisfies the 
assun5)tions of Theorem 1. It will be, therefore, sufficient to check that 
if, in Theorem 1, ^2^^^ ~ l"e^("x/9)> x > 0, e > 0 then 
E(XJX. > x) = 6+ XI.-. ,(x) 
^21^2 ' -^  - °- ""CO,") 
and E(X2) = 6. 
Now, for any x. 
^^h\h>^^-rh^ n.^^z^^y 2' 
If X < 0 then the right hand side of the above reduces to 
Jl tdF^it) = E(X2) = e 
and, therefore, 
E(X2|X2 > x) = e , x < 0. 
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If X > 0 then 
E P 2 l ^ 2 ' ^ ' - ^ / x * ^ " ' ^ ' ^ ^ 
= X + e 
The proof o£ the corollary is conpleted on noting that the mean o£ 
F2(x) = 1-e"^ /® is 9. 
It may be remarked here that Shanbhag (1970) characterized the 
negative exponential distribution in the class of all distributions with 
a finite expectation by the condition: 
E(X|X > x) = X + E(X) 
for all X such that x > 0 and P(X > x) > 0. 
It is clear that for x > 0 our characterizing condition reduces to 
Shanbhag's. Cundy (1966) and Reinhardt (1968) had obtained, under less 
general assun^jtions, the same characterization of the negative exponential 
distribution. 
We now prove a characterization of the geometric distribution. 
COROLLARY 2. A random variable X with finite mean has a geometric distribu-
tion 
fO , X < 0 l-qL^'-i , q £(0,1), x > 0 
if, and only if, for all real x 
E(X|X> X) = E(X) + [x] I,-o^„)(x). 
Proof: As in corollary 1, it will be sufficient to check that if, in 
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Theorem 1, F2(x) = l-q*- ^, x > 0 then 
B(X^\X^ > X) = E(X^), X < 0 
EOC2IX2 > x) = E(X2) + [x] , X > 0. 
In the present case, for x > 0 
EQCJX > X) = -p--- Z y pq^" , p= 1-q 
2' 2 q[x] y=[-x]+i 
00 ^ 
= E {z+fxl} p q^" 
z=l 
= E(X2) + [x] . 
Also, it is obvious that E(X2l^2 ^  '^•^  ^  ^^2-^ for x < 0. This con^jletes 
the proof of corollary 2. 
Shanbhag (1970) also gave a characterization of the gecmetric 
distribution. For x > 0, the characterzing relation of the above corollary 
reduces to Shanbhag's. 
We now derive analogues of the results of Hamdan (1972) as sin^ jle 
consequences of Theorem 1. In fact, the proof technique of our corollary 
3 below shows that Hamdan's main theorem is valid under less restrictive 
assun5)tions. Hamdan's result (as stated in Kotlarski (1975), p. 222) 
establishes that a random variable X with distribution function 
To , X < a 
F(x) = } l-exp{-h(x)/h(c)} , a < x < b 
U ,x>b 
where c e (a,b) and h is a strictly increasing differentiable function 
from the interval [a,b) onto [0,"), if, and only if 
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E(h(X)|X > x) = h(c) + hCx) for all x e |a,b). 
COROLLARY 3. Let X be a random variable and h be a strictly increasing 
function such that E(hCX)) exists and is finite .Then X has distribution 
function 
F(x) = l-exp(-h(x)/hCe)), x > h"^CO), 6 > h"^(0) 
if, and only if, 
E(h(X)|X > X) = h(e) + h(x) I(h-l(-o), h"\«.)) W 
Proof: If we let Z = h(X) then (14) is equivalent to 
E(Z|Z > z) = h(e) + z I(-o,oo)tz) 
vdiich holds by corollary 1, if and only if, 
P(Z < z) = l-exp(-z/h(0)), z > 0, h(e) > 0 
or .1 
P(X < h -^(z)) = l-exp(-z/h(e)), z > 0, h(e) > 0 
P(X < x) = l-exp(-h(x)/h(e)), X > h "^(0), 6 > h -^ (0) 
This proves corollary 3. 
Laurent (1974, p. 823) refers to the distribution characterized in 
the above corollary as one having "exponential structure". Some itnportant 
special cases of this distribution are the Weibull distribution, the 
uniform distribution, the triangular distribution, the J-shaped distribution 
and the Pareto distribution. The corresponding choices of h(.) have 
already been listed in sec. 4.2 of chap. 1. It may be noted that the 
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technique of corollary 3 may also be applied to Theorem 1 of Kotlarski 
(1972) and its assun5)tion of continuous differentiability of the function 
h can thus be dispensed with. Details are trivial and, therefore, omitted. 
Corollary 4 below gives a characterization of the Pareto distribution. 
This is different from the one obtainable from corollary 3. Revankar, 
Hartley and Pagano (1974) have shown that a positive random variable X 
whose mean exists has a Pareto distribution if, and only if, 
E(X|X > x) = ax + b, X > 0 for a > 1. Specification of E(XlX > x) for all 
values of x helps to extend this characterization to the class of all 
arbitrary random variables having a finite mean. 
COROLLARY 4. Let X be an arbitrary random variable with a finite expectation. 
Then X has distribution function 
'•l-((m+c)/(x+c))^, X > m > 0, c > -m, e > 1 
F(x) = ^  
,0, otherwise 
if, and only if, 
E(X|X > X) = E(X) + Kx-m) I(j^^„)(x) 
where (|)= 9/(6-1). 
Proof: In Theorem 1, we put F2 = l-((m+c)/(x+c))^ and note that if X has 
distribution function F(x) then E(X) = (me+c)/(e-l). The assumption e > 1 
assures the existence and finiteness of E(X). Now, for x > m, 
E(X|X > x)= 1— r t e(m+c)^(t+c)"^l^^^dt 
((m+c)/(x+c))® ^ 
= e (x+c) ® Jl {(t+c) -c} (t+c)" ^ "^"^ d^t 
(e-l) 
= e(^c)h^<^^'^' --(^'y 
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= c/Ce-1) +e x/(e-i) 
= ECX) + Kx-m). 
I£ X <. m then ECX|X > x) = ECX). The proof is conpleted on appealing to 
Theorem 1. It may be noted that the above characterization does not depend 
on the value of the location parameter c. 
2.4 Scsne Remarks on Characterization by EfXJX > x) 
The main inqjortance of our Theorem 1 lies in the fact that it gives a new 
method of characterizing a distribution function F(x) provided only that the 
expectation exists, F is continuous on (-",01 and F(x) < 1 for all real x. 
All one has to do is to specify E(X|X >• x) for all x. 
In certain situations, the "conditional expectation" E(x|x > x) has 
appealing physical interpretations. If X is a non-negative random variable 
then X can be considered a system's or item's time-to-failure. In this case 
EQ(-x|X > x) is interpreted as life expectancy (or residual lifetime) at 
age X, This interpretation and the associated characterizations have been 
discussed by Laurent (1974). If a random variable X is not necessarily 
non-negative then it can not be given a failure theoretic interpretation. 
However, Cox (1962, p. 106) has considered failure times which may be 
negative. Cox has pointed out that if {X } . are independent and identically 
distributed random variables, not necessarily non-negative, then 
n 
{S = Z X.} 1 defines a simple random walk in one dimension in discrete 
n =^1 1 n=l ^ 
time. Our characterization of the negative exponential distribution (corollary 
1 of sec. 4.3) may be viewed in this light. 
Another sitimtion where characterization in terms of E(X|X >• x) admits 
of a useful physical interpretation is our corollary 4. It gives a characte-
rization of the Pareto distribution v^ich has an interesting income-
theoretic interpretation. The Pareto distribution has been widely used to 
represent the idstribution of incomes above certain "low" values. It may 
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be considered as applicable to tajqjayers whose incomes exceed the tax-
exen5)t level. The incomes below such a level, say m, are excluded from 
characterization by the Pareto law (Revankar, Hartley and Pagano (1974)). 
Now, suppose that the individuals under-report their true incomes for 
income tax purposes. Let X denote the true income, m the tax-exen^Jt 
level, and x the reported income. For x > m, we can call x-m as the reported 
excess income. The characterization given in corollary 4 can then be 
described in words as follows: the expected true income for a given reported 
income is a linear fvmction of the reported excess inccme if, and only if, 
the true income follows a Pareto distribution. This interpretation of 
corollary 4 is slightly different from Revankar, Hartley and Pagano's view 
of their characterization result wrtiich is in terms of average under-
reporting error for a given reported income. 
CHAPTER 3 
MYESIAN ESTIMATION IN THE GAl^ lA DISTRIBUTION 
1 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Statement o£ the Problem 
Let X be a random variable having the two-parameter gamma distribution 
given by the probability density function 
(1) f(x|e,p) = (ePrCp))"-*- xP"-'- exp(-x/0), 0 < x < « ' ; e , p > 0 . 
e is a scale parameter and p determines the shape of the distribution. If 
p is an integer, the gamma distribution is also known as the Erlang dis-
tribution. If p=l, it reduces to the negative exponential distribution. 
Unless p=l, the distribution function can not be expressed in closed form. 
However, if p is a positive integer then a convenient form for the distri-
bution function F(x|0,p) is given by 
F(x|0,p) = exp(-x/e) Z ^^Ip-
k=p ^* 
= l-exp(-x/e) E ^ ^ ^ . 
k=0 ^• 
As noted earlier (sec. 2 > chap. 0), the gamma distribution can sometimes 
be considered as a suitable model in life testing problems. X is then 
referred to as a system or items life time (or time-to-failure) and 
R(t) = R(t|e,p) = 1-F(t|9,p) as its reliability at time t. 
In this chapter, we are motivated by the notion that in many experi-
mental situations prior information concerning e and p exists and is 
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expressible as a prior distribution on the parametric space. The problem 
then is to obtain Bayesian estimates, with respect to the squared error 
loss function, of realizations 6, p and the reliability function R(t). 
Specifically, we examine two areas: First, because the shape parameter p 
is known in some cases, we treat the scale parameter 8 as the randcsn 
variable. More precisely, the unknown e is the value of sane random vari-
able 0 whose distribution is known and contains no imknown parameters. 
Second, we examine the situation in which both the scale and shape parameters 
are assumed stochastic with independent prior distributions. The choice 
of the prior distribution is to be made in the light of the prior infor-
mation available to the experimenter. The prior information available to 
a life tester may come from one or more of the following sources: (i) past 
experience, (ii) design of the system or conqjonent under study, and (iii) 
prediction made on the basis of life-test data on prototypes or data on a 
similar item in an allied product line. Some useful proper and improper 
prior distributions are described below. 
1.2 Prior Distributions for Q and p 
We shall consider the following three densities for the prior distribution 
of the scale parameter e. 
C2) g(6) = l/(e-a), 0 < a < 6 £ p 
(3) g(e) = CV^) exp(-e/x), 0 < 0 < co; X > 0 
(4) g(e) = exp(-jj/9)(y/e)^*Vnr(v), o < e < »; y, ^  
The prior density (2) is suitable when the experimenter knows in advance 
that the probable values of the scale parameter lie over a finite range 
(o,e) but he does not have any strong prior opinions about any subset of 
values over this range. The negative exponential prior density in (3) has 
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been suggested for use in life testing experiments by Bhattacharya (1966, 
1967). The reasons for considering the inverted gamma prior density (4) 
are that it is flexible enough to capture almost any kind of prior experience, 
and it also possesses the attractive property that the posterior distribution 
of the scale parameter after the saii5)le has been observed is also of the 
inverted ganma type. Thus, the inverted gamma density (4) defines a con-
jugate family of distributions when sanqjling from a gamma distribution with 
fixed shape parameter. When applicable, the advantages of using prior (4) 
are, therefore, obvious. Although individual members of the family (4) are 
determined by specifying the values of only two parameters p and v, (4) is 
a rich family \diich, by virtue of its conjugacy, renders quite single the 
otherwise awkward calculations for what is known as "preposterior analysis" 
CDrake (1966), p. 318). 
If the experimenter does not have any prior knowledge about the scale 
parameter then none of the densities (2), (3) and (4) is suitable as a prior 
density. Bhattacharya (1967) suggested that in such situations of prior 
ignorance one may use the "improper" prior density (also called prior quasi 
density) 
(5) g(9) = 1/e^, 0 < 9 < «.. 
The theoretical difficulty in using an inproper prior density may be 
circumvented by supposing that to a sufficient approximation the prior 
follows the form (5) only over the range of appreciable likelihood and 
that it suitably tails to zero outside that range. In the following sections, 
we shall use the in5)roper density (5) to represent the state of prior 
ignorance. 
As regards the choice of a prior for the shape parameter, it may be 
noted that in most of the practical applications p is a positive integer. A 
suitable prior for p is then given by the geometric mass function 
(6) w(p) = TT(l-ir)P"^ , p=l,2,3,, 
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vMch is the discrete analogue of the negative exponential distribution. 
When examining situations in which both scale and shape parameters are 
stochastic, we shall assume that their prior distributions are independent 
of each other. 
1.3 Results Obtained in the Present Chapter 
Bayes estimates of realizations 6 and R(t) are obtained in section 2 under 
the assun5)tion that the loss function is squred error and the shape para-
meter is nonstochastic and known. Theorems 1,2,3 and 4 give the estimates 
of e for the imiform, exponential, inverted gamma (conjugate) and the 
in5)roper priors listed above. Theorem 5 gives the Bayes estimates of the 
reliability function for all four of these priors. The assimiption that the 
shape parameter is non-stochastic is droped in section 3 which gives Bayes 
estimates of e, p and R(t) for three couples of independent priors for 9 
and p. The estimators obtained do not posses closed forms and numerical 
techniques are necessary for their computation. 
The estimators obtained in sections 2 and 3 are appealing in the sense 
that they make use of prior information available to the experimenter. 
However, their con^ jarison with the classical estimators (maximum likeli-
hood (ML), minimum variance unbiased (MVU) etc.) appears to be extremely 
difficult. Some progress in this direction has been made in section 4. Bayes 
estimators are used only when the experimenter has sufficient prior infor-
mation expressible as a distribution over the parametric space. It, therefore 
appears unreasonable to conpare the Bayes estimates with the classical 
estimates solely on the basis of such criteria as bias and mean squared 
error. The proper criterion for con^ jarison ought to be the Bayes risk. Of 
course, judged by the criterion of Bayes risk, the Bayes estimators will 
always be superior becaiise, by definition, a Bayes estimator minimizes the 
Bayes risk. However, a conparison of Bayes risks of Bayes and classical 
estimators may be usefiil in the sense that such a conparison may lead the 
e3q)erimenter to recognize situations where a Bayes estimator is far siq)erior 
or not so superior to the classical estimates. If, under the assumed prior. 
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Bayes estimator fails to be very superior to the classical estiinators, then 
it may not be worthvMle to assume a prior and con5)ute the Bayes estimate. 
After all, a prior distribution is itself only an approximation to the experi-
menters* beliefs, predictions and judgements. On the otherhand, if a com-
parison of Bayes risks shows a Bayes estimator to be for si:5)erior to the 
corresponding classical estimators and if the prior chosen is really justi-
fied then the additional trouble is worthwhile. It is in this spirit that 
the Bayes risk of Bayes estiinator of 6 has been con5)ared with that of two 
alternative estiinators of 6 in the last section of this chapter. 
Bayes risks of the Bayes, the ML-MVU and the posterior mode estimators 
of e have been con^ juted in section 4 under the assuii5)tion of an inverted gamma 
(conjugate) prior for e . Ratios of Bayes risks have been calculated and 
shown in Tables 1,2 and 3. These ratios give an insight into the relative 
behaviour of the three estimators considered. Fuller discussion is given in 
siibsection 4.6. 
2 BAYES ESTIMATES OF THE SCALE PRAMETER AND THE RELIABILITY FUNCTION WHEN 
THE SHAPE PARAMETER IS FIXED AND KNOWN 
2.1 Assumptions 
Let XH,X2,...,X be a random sanple from the gamma distribution (1). We assume 
that p is non-stochastic and known while the unknown e is the valiie of some 
random variable e whose distribution g(e) is known and contains no unknown 
parameters. In other words, gCe) is a completely specified prior distri-
bution reflecting the prior knowledge about e. 
Assuming that the loss fvinction is squared error, the problem now is to 
obtain Bayes estimators of e and R(t) = R(t|e,p) = 1-F(tle,p) corresponding 
to specified prior distributions g(0). As noted in chapter 0, for observed 
values X^= x^, :f^^ x^y-..^ X = x , the Bayes estimate of h(e) will be 
% Cx-^ '^ 2' • • • ' V " -^^^  ^ ®^  |x-,^ >X2' • • • ' V 
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it 
vAiere g (0|xwjX-j.-.jX ) denotes the posterior density of 0 corresponding to 
the prior density g(e). For varioias choices of g(e) listed in subsection 1.2, 
the Bayes estimators of 9 and R(t) are obtained in the following theorems. In 
v^at follows we shall denote a Bayes estimator of e by T and that of R(t) 
by R*(t). 
2.2 Bayes Estimator of 9 When the Prior Distribution is Uniform on (a,e) 
THEOREM 1. If np > 2 and the prior density is 
g(9) = l/(3-a), 0 < a <_9 < 3, 
then the Bayes estimator of 9(with respect to squared error loss fimction 
and prior density g(9)) is given by 
* n 
where 
and 
T* = S Y^(np-2,S) ^ s = Z X. 
Y (np-l,S) i=l ^  
Y (m,t) = Y(ni,t/a) - Y(in,t/3) 
Y(m,u) =/o y"""^  exp(-y)dy. 
Proof: The likelihood function L(0|x^,X2,...,x ) of 9 given X^= x^, X2= X2, 
* n n 
n 
L(9|x^,x ,...,x ) = n f(x.|e,p) 
± z ^ i=i 1 
= (9Pr(p))-^ n (x.)P"l exp(-s/0) 
i=l ^ 
n 
v^ere s = Ex.. 
i=l ^  
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By Bayes theorem, the posterior density g (Q\x^,x^,...yX^ satisfies 
g (e|x^,x2,...,x^) <= g(e) L(e|x^,x2,...,x^). 
Hence for the choice gCe) = 1/(3-a), 0 < a < 6 < B, the posterior density 
is given by 
(7) g*C6lxj.x2 ^^^tl^^zim.—-. .<e<6 
1 i n re 5 np exp(-s/6)d6 
'''^' H 9-^ P exp(-s/e)de = s"^^P-l> /J/; y^P-2 exp(-y)dy 
=s-(np-l){^(np-l, s/a) -Y(np-1, s/e)}=s"^^P"^V(np-l,s) 
so that the Bayes estimate of e is 
ECe|x^,x2,...,x^) = /J eg (e|x^,x2,...,x^)d0 
= f ^ "^  f e"^^P"^^ exp(-s/0)de 
y (np-l,s) '" 
= s"^" , Y Cnp-2,s) ^ sy Cnp-2,s) ^ 
Y*Cnp-l,s) * s"P"2 Y (np-l,s) 
This proves that the Bayes estimator of e (with respect to sqimred error loss 
function and uniform prior over (a,B)) is 
/,SY*(np-2,5) ^ 3 ^ ^ x . 
Y (np-l,S) i=l 1 
For p=l, the gamma distribution reduces to the negative exponential 
distribution and, in this case, our result coincides with that of Bhattacharya 
(1967). The Bayes risk of T (with respect to squared error loss function 
and uniform prior density over (a,3)) is 
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C8) rCr ) =E[V(0|X^,X2,...,X^)] 
vdiere V(e|X^jX^,...,X ) , the posterior variance, easily works out to be 
S^{Y*(np-3,S) Y*(np-l,S) - (Y*Cnp-2,S))^}/{Y*Cnp-l,S)}^ 
The expectation in (8) is to be canputed with respect to the 'marginal' 
joint density function of X-,X2,...,X which is specified by 
n 
h(x^,x2,... ,x^) = f_^ { n f (x^ |e ,p)}g(e)de. 
The rather involved expression for the posterior variance does not permit the 
* * 
coii5)utation of the Bayes risk r (T ). Nor is the Bayes risk of T tractable 
on using the alternate form 
r(T*)=/:^g(e) {/:^ •••/!„ (t*-e)^ n f(x.|0)dx^,...,dx^}de. 
2.3 Bayes Estimator of 0 When the Prior Distribution is Negative Exponential 
THEOREM 2. If the prior density is 
g(e) = (i/x) exp(-6/x), 0 < e < «; X > 0, 
then the Bayes estimator of e (with respect to squared error loss function 
and prior density g(e)) is 
P K (2CSA)^) n 
T = (XS)^. ^P ^ J- , S = z X. 
V - 1 (:2CS/X)"^ ) i=l ^  
where K^ C^z) denotes the modified Bessel function of the third kind of order 
m. 
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Proof: Here the posterior density works out to be 
-np 
^ 2 ^ /^ e ^P exp(-s/0) exp(-0/x)de 
The denominator in the above expression is evaluated by using a well known 
integral representation for the modified Bessel function of the third kind 
(Erdelyi (1953), formula 23, p. 82). Subsequent use of the same formiila in 
conjuction with the fact that K (z) = K (z) yields the Bayes estimate 
f^Q~^^* e:xpC-s/e) exp(-e/x)d0 
1 z n r e "P exp(-s/e) expC-eA)de 
%^ j^  K__2(2(sA)^) n 
K^p_l(2(s/X)^) i=l/ 
As in the previous case, the Bayes risk is untractable. The posterior 
variance of e is, however, easily obtainable in the form 
v[e|x^,X2,...,xJ 
^ ^^ S3 \,.1(2CS/X)%K^.3(2(S/X)^)-K^.2(2(S/X)^) 
K2p_^(2(S/x)^) 
For p=l, our results reduce to the corresponding results of Bhattacharya 
(1967). 
2.4 Bayes Estimator of 0 Under the Conjugate Prior 
We now assume that the prior distribution is the inverted gamma distribution 
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(3). This density has mean vi/(v-l). For v <_ 1, the mean of this distribution 
does not exist. We now prove the following 
THEOREM 3. If np-Hy-l>0 then 
* n 
T = (S+u) / (np+v-1), S = E X. 
i=l ^  
is the Bayes estimator of e with respect to squared error loss function and 
prior density 
g(e) = exp(-y/e)Cp/e}^'^VyrCv), 0 < e < »; p, v > 0. 
Proof: Under the assumed prior distribution, the posterior density of 0 is 
- C(s-n;)/e)^P-*^^W(-s-ni}/e) _^ ^ ^ 
Cs+yJrCnp+v3 ' ^' /^ ""i 
viiich is again an inverted gamma density with parameters y+S and np+v. 
This shows that the inverted gamma distribution is a conjugate family of 
priors for e (vAien p is fixed). The Bayes estimator of e is clearly given 
by 
n 
ECe|x^,X2,...,x ) = (S+vi) / (np+v-1), S = 2 X. 
i=l ^ 
provided np+v-1 > 0. 
In the present case — of a conjugate prior for 9 — the Bayes risk 
* 
of the Bayes estimator T can be easily con^ juted. We, however, postpone 
the computation to the last-section of this chapter where the Bayes risk 
of T vdll also be confiared with the Bayes risks of two alternative esti-
mators of e. 
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2.5 Bayes Estimator o£ 6 Under an Inqjroper Prior 
We now consider the situation in v^ iich the experimenter does not have any 
prior laiowledge about e. As mentioned in section 1, a suitable prior for 
such situations is the improper (quasi) density 
g(e) = 1/e^, 0 < e < oo . 
The following theorem gives the Bayes estimator of e for this in^jroper prior. 
THEOREM 4. If np+a > 2 then 
* ^ 
T = S/ np+a-2, S = Z X. 
i=l ^ 
is the Bayes estimator of e with respect to squared error loss function and 
iii5)roper prior density 
g(e) = 1/0^, 0 < 0 < » , 
Proof: Here the posterior density of e easily works out to be 
nil /ralv X - -I - f ) ' ' - ^ ^ ^ ^ exp(-s/9) 
^'" ' ^"'^•''2 ''-' ' ro o-^"P*^J exp(-s/o)de 
. s-^-"-! exp(-s/,) _ „ , , _ 
0"P^ rCnp+a-1) 
n 
where s = z x.. The mean of the above posterior density is s/(np+a-2). It 
i=l ^ 
follows that the required Bayes estimator is 
* ^ 
T = S/np+a-2, S = z X. . 
i=l ^ 
A con^jarison of (11) with (7) of subsection 2.2 is interesting. I t shows that 
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the results for the case o£ the present improper prior can be obtained from 
Theorem 1 on replacing np by np+a and letting a ^  0 and 3 -^ «> . Similarly, 
conparison of (11) with (9) shows that Theorem 4 is also obtainable from 
Theorem 2 on replacing np by np+a and letting X ^  «> in the latter. Theorem 
4 can also be deduced from Theorem 3 on taking v=a-l, y -> 0. This beccmes 
obvious on connparing (11) with (10). 
The substitution a=0 in Theorem 4 yields the Bayes estimator for the 
diffuse prior that is uniform over the positive half of the real line. 
Further, it is evident that for a=2, the Bayes estimator of Theorem 4 
reduces to S/np = X/p where X = (1/n) ^  X.. It can be shown that X/p is 
the ML cum MVU estimate of e when p ii~Knawn. Thus, for the family of quasi — 
densities considered in Theorem 4, the Bayes solution is identical with the 
classical result only when the parameter 9 is assumed to have a prior quasi — 
2 
density l/e over (0,«>). 
2.6 Bayes Estimators of R(t) for Various Priors 
The following theorem gives the Bayes estimators of 
P-1 ft/fl^^ 
R(t) = 1-F(t|e,p) = exp(-t/0) E ^\V , t > 0 
k=0 *^ 
under the squared error loss function for the four prior densities in sub-
section 1.2. As before p is assumed fixed and known. 
THEOREM 5. Let R (t) denote the Bayes estimator of R(t) for the squared error 
loss function. 
(a) If the prior density of 9 is 
g(9) = l/(e-a), 0 < a < 9 <^  g 
then IV * 
Y (np-l,S) k=0 k! S^(l+t/S)^P^ ^ 
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(b) If the prior density of e is 
g(e) = (1/x) exp(-0A), 0 < e < «; X > 0 
^^^ * I p-1 ^^ %^i,.i^^<i(.^^^y>^^''\ 
*h .i(2(S/X^ k=0 k;(AS)^^(l+t/S) Cnp+k-13/2 
(c) If the prior density of 6 is 
g(e) = exp(-p/e)Cy/0)^*VprCv), o < e < » ; y , v > 0 
then 
R * m = 1 ^  { ^ E^ t^rCnp+y+k) . 
^^^P^^ k=0 k'(S+k)^(ln/(S+y))^P-'"-'^ 
(d) If the prior density of e is the improper (quasi) density 
g(e) = 1/e^, 0 < e < «> 
then 
* J, ^ P;;-*- t^ r (np+a+k-1) R (t) = 
T ^ i p ^ i ^ k=0 kl S^l+t/S)^P^^^^-^ 
The proof is omitted as it involves straight forward comutation of 
/^ (exp(-t/9) Z '-^ ff ) g*(9|x-,^,x^,...,x^)d9. 
Bhattacharya's Bayes estimates of reliability function for a negative 
exponential distribution are obtained on putting p=l in the above theorem. 
3 BAYES ESTIMA.TORS WHEN BOTH SHAPE AND SCALE PARAMETERS ARE STOCHASTIC 
3.1 Assunptions and Notations 
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As before, let X..X-j-.-jX be a random sanple from the gamma distribution 
(1). We now assume that both shape and scale parameters are stochastic. That 
is, 6is the unknown value of some random variable 9 and p is the unknown value 
of some positive integer valued random variable H . The problem is to obtain 
Bayes estimators of e , p and R(t) = RCt|e,p), under the squared error loss 
function by assuming independent distributions of G and H . We shall restrict 
ourselves to the following three cases. 
Case 1: g(e) = 1/6 , 0 < e < 6 
w(p) = Tr(l-Tr)P" , p=l,2,... 
Case 2: g(0) = exp(-y/e) (y/e)^"^ /yr(v), 0 < e < «•; y, v > 0 
TV 1 
w(p) = iT(l-ir)P" , p= 1,2,... 
.a Case 5: g(e) = 1/6 , 0 < 6 < <» 
TV 1 
w(p) = ir(l-ir)P" , p=l,2,... 
where g(e) denotes the density of Q and w(p) the probability mass function 
of E. g(e) and w(p) thus express the available prior information about the 
shape and scale parameters respectively. The assun^ jtion that the two prior 
distributions are independent is in^ jortant for our derivations. The rationale 
behind the various choices of g(e) and w(p) have already been pointed out in 
section 1. 
3.2 Derivation of the Bayes Estimators 
The joint posterior density of G and E is 
gC9)wCp)LCe,p|Xj,X2,...,x^) 
h (e,p|x^,X2,...,x^) = 
E wCp) /Q L(0,p|x^,X2,...,Xj^)g(e)de 
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vdiere 
n 
L(0,p|x^,x„, . . . ,x ) = n £(x.|e,p) 
1 z ^ i=i ^ 
is the likelihood function. Let 
* °° * 
g (e|x^,X2,...,x^3 = E h (e,p|Xj^,X2,...,x^) 
p=l 
w (p|x^,X2,...,x^) = / J h (e,p|xj^,X2,...,x^)de. 
Then g (e)x.,X2,...,x ) and w (p|x.,X2,...,x ) are the marginal posterior 
densities of e and p, respectively, corresponding to the independent priors 
g(9) and w(p). The Bayes estimators of e , p and R(t) (under squared 
error loss function) will, therefore, be given by 
T = E(0|x^,X2,...,x^) = Jo eg (e|x^ ,X2,...,Xj^ )de 
U = E(E|X^,X2,...,X^) = E p w (p|x^,X2,...,x^) 
p=l 
* 00 
R (t) = E(R(t)|x^,X2,...,x^) = z /QR(t)|8,p) 
p=l 
* 
h Ce,p|x^,x2,...,Xj^)de, 
Straight forward con^ jutations give the following results for the 
three cases mentioned above. 
Case 1: 
(a) T* = IJI, 
vdiere ^ 
V E { ( l i l ^ n xP-l)/S^P-l} Y^(np-l,S/6) 
^ P=l (rCp))"" i=l ^ 
c ^ 
Y (np-l,S/6) +Y(np-l,S/6) =r(np-l), S = E X. 
i=l ^ 
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I = z { ( - ^ i : ^ n x P - V s ^ - 2 } Y^Cnp-2,S/6) 
^ p=l (r(p))^ i=l ^ 
Cb) u = 13/1^ 
^^^^ ,p-l n 
I = E { ( i l l l l l - E n x f b / S ^ P - ' } Y^(np-l,S/6) 
^ p=l Cr(p))^ i=l ^ 
•H (c) R (t) = 14/1^ 
vdiere 
3=1 Crfp)) i=i k=o k: rs+t)^P^-^ 
Case 2: 
(a) T* = IJl, 
where . 
^ p=l (r(p))^ i=l ^ 
n 
S' = ( Z X.+y) 
i=l ^ 
I = ; ^rCnp.v-l)( l - . )P-^ ;; ^ - l ^ /3 ,np .v - l j 
^ P=l (rCp))'' i=l ^ 
Cb) U* = l^/l^ 
vdiere 
I = r ^PL&jEi:via^H£_ ;f xP-i)/s'^p"^} 
P=l (rCp))'' i=l ^ 
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(c) R (t) = Ig/15 
where 
^ p=i (rCp))'' i=i ^ k=o k: (S'n)''P "^ 
Case 3; 
* 
10' "9 (a) T* = l.Jl, 
where i 
;^r(np.a-l)(l-.)P-^ U ^p-l^/gnp^a-lj^ 3 ^ ^ ^ 
^ P=l (rCp))"" i=l ^ i=l ^ 
^ P=l (rCp))"" i=l ^ 
Cb) U* = iii/l9 
where 
I = ;^(PrCnp.a-l)(l-.)P-l ;j ^p-l^/gnp.a-lj 
^^  p=l (r(p))" i=l 1 
Cc) R*(t) = 1^2/19 
where 
Il2= 
No closed-form solution has been found for the integrals and summations 
occusing above. However the Bayesian estimators can be confuted using numeri-
cal techniques, 
4 MYES RISKS OF ESTimTORS OF THE SCALE PARAMETER WITH RESPECT TO THE 
COIJUGATE PRIOR 
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4.1 Three Estimators of the Scale Parameter When the Shape Parameter is 
Fixed and Known 
We now assume that X^,X-,...,X is a random sair^ jle of size n from the 
gamma distribution (1) >^ere p is fixed and known while the prior infor-
mation about 9 is given by the conjugate density (3). As shown in Theorem 
3, the Bayes estimator of e , under the squared error loss function and 
the (inverted gamma) conjugate prior, is 
* ^ 
T = (S+y)/(np+v-l), S = EX.. 
i=l ^ 
The object of the present section is to conqjute the Bayes risk of T and 
to coiqjare it with the corresponding Bayes risks of the following two 
alternative estimators of 9: 
T^ = S/np 
T2 = (S+y)/(np+v+l) 
The estimator T- is the ML-MVU estimator of 9 when p is known. It can be 
easily cheked that T^ is unbiased for 0 and that its variance attains the 
Crame'r-Rao lower bound. Thus, T- is ML as well as MVU estimator of 9. 
We shall refer to T^ ^ as the classical estimator of 9 because it is the 
estimator used in practice viien no prior distribution of 0 is assumed. 
The estimator T2 is the mode of the posterior density of 0 viien the 
distribution of 0 is the inverted is the inverted gamma density of 
Theorem 3. T^ ^^ ^'^ natural analogue of the ML estimator when the prior 
distribution of 9 is assumed. It may, therefore, be interesting to com-
pair the relative behaviour of T^ and T^. Conparision of the Bayes risks 
of T^ and T^^ is carried out in subsection 4.6. 
4.2 'Marginal' Joint Density of the Sanple Observations 
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There are two methods for con5)uting Bayes risk of the Bayes estiinator of 
e (with respect to a specified prior distribution and squared error loss 
function). The first method, valid for non-Bayes estimators as well, 
consists of finding the expectation of the risk function with respect to 
the specified prior distribution g(e) while the second method involves 
con^ tutation of the expectation of the posterior A/ariance with respect to 
the 'marginal' joint distribution h(x^,X2,...,x ) of the sample observations 
under g(e). 
Here, in the present section 
f(x|e,p)=(ePr(p))" x^" exp(-x/e), 0<x<« ' ; e , p > 0 
gCe)= exp(-p/e)Cp/e)'' V C v ) , o< e < «>; y , V > 0 
and n 
h(x^,x2,...,x^) =/Q{ n f(x^|e,p)}g(e) de 
n . 
y^  r(np+v) ( n x.)P' 
* — 1 -^ 
~ , 0<X^ ,Xy , . . . ,X <<» 
r^p) r(v) (y-?x/P-^ 
i=l ^ 
It may be noted that the joint density h(x^,x-,...,x ) is not a product of 
n i ^ n 
the form n h.(x.). The density g(e) above has mean y/(v-l) and vaxi-
-1=1 • ' • • ' • 
2 2 
ance y /(Cv-1) (v-2)). The posterior density corresponding to g(e) is 
2 2 
given by (10) which has mean (y+S)/(np+v-l) and variance (y+S) /((np+v-1) 
(np+v-2)). We are now ready for the computation of the Bayes risks of the 
* 
estimators T , T^ and T2 (listed in subsection 4.1) with respect to the 
inverted ganma (the conjugate) density g(e) specified above. In the folio-
wing subsections, r (T ), r (T^) and r (T2) will denote the Bayes risks of 
T , T^ and T2 respectively. 
4.3 Bayes Risk of the Bayes Estimator 
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Method I: Here r (T ) will be computed on using the definition 
r (T ) =Eg[p(e,T )] 
where E denotes the expectation with respect to the prior distribution 
g(0), 0 is a random variable having distribution g(6), and 
ft ft 9 
p(e,T ) = E^(T -e)^ 
denotes the risk function of T . n * 
If we let X denote the sample mean (1/n) E X., then T can be written as 
* - - ^~ - 2 
T = (nX+p)/(np+v-l). Nothing that E(X) = pe, V(X) = 9 /np, we now get 
p(e,T J - E^L *^ (np+v-l) J 
_ n^(X) + (y-Cv-l)e)^ 
(np+v-1)^ 
_ {np+(v-l)^} e^-2p(v-l)e+y^ 
(np+v-l)^ 
Hence, 
* * {np+(v-l)^}E^(0^)-2y(v-l)E (0)+y^ 
r (T ) = ^ 2 ^ 
(np+v-1)^ 
{np+(v-l)^}{yV(Cv-l)(v-2))}-2y(v-l){y/(v-l)}+y^ 
(np+v-1)^ 
2 
(np+v-l)(v-l)Cv-2) 
which is the desired Bayes risk. 
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A it 
MetJiod I I : We now con5)Ute r (T ) by using the a l t e rna te form 
* * 
r (T ) = Ej^[V(0lX^,X2,...,X^)] 
^ 2 2 
since V(e|X. , X , , . . . , X ) = (p+ E X. )7( (np+v- l ) . (np+v-2)), i t i s nece-
^ ^ " n i=l ^  n 2 
ssary to calculate E ( E X.) and E, ( E X.) . Now, 
g i=l 1 ^ i=i 1 
1=1 1=1 r Cvj r CPJ 
( n x . )P - l 
"'"" dx-i,—,clx 
i=l ^ 
" " i=l ^ r(v) r^ 'Cp) 
n -, 
( n x.)P-l 
(y -E x,)^P"^ 
i=l ^ 
= yr(np+v)r(v-l) _ 
yrCv)rCnp+v-13 ^ 
^ (np+v-l)y ^ m y 
Cv-1) ^ Iv=IT 
Similar computations give 
R ( ? X.)^ =^^P"y-l)fiP^^:^^^ - 2p^(np|v-l) 2 
n^^^ r (v-13Cv-2J (v-1) ^ 
and, hence. 
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R ( Z X.)2+2yE, ( I X ) +y2 
* * ^ 1 = 1 ^  ^ - 5 = 1 ^ 
r (T ) = ^ 2" 
(np+v-1) (np+v-2) 
which gives 
r (T ) = ^ Cnp+v-l)Cv-l)Cv-23 
4.4 Bayes Risk of the Classical Estimator 
The classical estimator T^ = X/p has the risk function 
p(e,T^) = E^(T^-e)2 = vcx/p) = eVnp. 
The Bayes risk of T^ with respect to the inverted gamma (conjugate) prior 
gCe) is, therefore, given by 
r*(Ti) = Eg(pCe,T^)) = Eg(02)/np= y^/Cnp) (v-1) (v-2) . 
4.5 Bayes Risk of the Posterior Mode Estimator 
The risk function of the posterior mode estimator T2= (riX+y)/(np+v+l) is 
- V rn(X-pe) + (p-(v+l)9) >2 
f^*- (np+v+1) -' 
_ n^ V(X)+(vi-Cv+l)9)^ 
" 2 (np+v+l) 
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2 2 2 
{np+(v+l) }9 -2p(v+l)9+y 
(np+v+1)^ 
Hence, 
r crp =E (p(e,T2)) 
{np+Cv+l)^}E C0^)-2yCv+l)E (0)+y^ 
S S^  
(np+v+1) 
{npH-(v+l)^>{y^/C(v-l)Cv-2y}-2y(v+l){y/(v-l)}-hi^ 
(np+v+1) 
2 
li rnp+v+7) 
,2 (np+v+1)''(v-l)(v-2) 
4.6 Con5)arison of Bayes Risks of Bayes Estimator, ML-MVU Estimator and the 
Posterior Mode Estimator 
It has been found above that the Bayes risks of T , T^ and 1,. (with respect 
to the conjugate prior) are given by 
* * 2 
'^ ^ ^ ' (np+v-l)(v-l)(v-T) 
* 2 
^ ^^1^ = (npJ(v-l)(v-2) 
/(To) = H ! ^ J E 1 V + 7 ) _ _ _ _ 
(np+v+1) (v-l)(v-2) 
It is interesting to con?)are the three Bayes risks for different values of 
p, p and V. p determines the shape of the distribution sanpled while y and 
V are the parameters of the prior distribution. Naturally, by its very 
definition, the Bayes estimator T will have the smallest Bayes risk for 
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all choices of p,y and v. However, the following Tables 1 and 2 will give 
an idea of the extent of superiority of T over T^ and T^. Table 3 will 
give an idea of the performance of T^ and T2 relative to each other. 
The values tabulated in Tables 1,2 and 3 are 
* * * * 
^ =£JL1 w =£CL1 and ^  = 1 ^ 
•^  r (T^) ^ T (T2) r (Tp 
respectively. In each case three different values of p, five different 
values of the sainple size n and three different values of v have been 
selected. It may be noted that none of the ration ¥^, ¥2 ^ ^^ '*'i2 ^®P®^^ 
on y. 
p=l corresponds to the negative exponential distribution while the 
shape of the garnna distribution corresponding to p=2 and p=4 is very diffe-
rent from the negative exponential distribution. The values of v in Tables 
1,2 and 3 have been choosen by considering the coefficient of variation 
(c.v. = /variance/mean) of the prior density. The inverted gairana prior 
density considered has the c.v. l/v'v-2 while the c.v. of the corresponding 
posterior distribution is l//v+np-2. 
Tables 1,2 and 3 give some interesting insight into the relative be-
haviour of the Bayes, the classical and the posterior mode estiinators of 
e for the present gamma model. For example, the following conclusions can 
be drawn from Table 1. 
(i) For any fixed values of v and p, ¥^  is an increasing function of n. 
This means that the st:5)eriority of the Bayes estimator over the classical 
estimator, under the assumptions made, becomes less and less remarkable as 
the san5)le size increases. 
(ii) For any fixed values of v and n, T^  is an increasing function of p. 
This suggests that the stperiority of the Bayes estimator over the classical 
estimator becomes less and less pronounced as the c.v. of the gamma dis-
tribution decreases (l/^/p is the c.v. of the gamma distribution with shape 
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parameter p). 
(iii) For any fixed values o£ n and p, ^^ is a decreasing function of v. 
In other words, the Bayes estimator becomes more siq)erior if the c.v. of 
the prior distribution is reduced. 
Similar conclusions may be drawn from Tables 2 and 3. It is remarkable 
tliat, in spite of the assumption that the parameter 9 is stochastic, the 
classical estimate is stiperior to the posterior mode estimate for certain 
values of n, p and v. Finally, it is obvious that there do exist situations 
(for instance, p=4,v=ll,n=35) in which, judged by the criterion of 
Bayes risk, the three estimators — Bayes, classical and posterior mode — 
of e are equally good. 
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Table 1 
,. , f w - Bayes risk of Bayes estimator of 9 
values ox t^- Bayes risk of ML-MVU estimator of 6 
(0 is the unknown scale parameter of the gamma distribution with knovji 
shape parameter p. The prior distribution of 6 is an inverted gamma dis-
tribution with c.v. l//v-2. n is the size of the sanple drawn from the 
gamma distribution) 
V 
3 
6 
11 
n 
3 
8 
15 
24 
35 
3 
8 
15 
24 
35 
3 
8 
15 
24 
35 
p=l 
0.600 
0.800 
0.882 
0.923 
0.946 
0.375 
0.615 
0.750 
0.828 
0.875 
0.231 
0.444 
0.600 
0.706 
0.777 
p=2 
0.750 
0.889 
0.938 
0.960 
0.972 
0.545 
0.762 
0.857 
0.906 
0.933 
0.375 
0.615 
0.750 
0.828 
0.875 
p=4 
0.857 
0.941 
0.968 
0.980 
0.986 
0.706 
0.865 
0.923 
0.950 
0.966 
0.545 
0.762 
0.857 
0.906 
0.933 
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Table 2 
Val af ^ = ^ y s s risk of Bayes estimator of 6 
^®^ 2 ~ Bayes risk of posterior mode estimator of 6 
(9 is the imknown scale parameter of the gamma distribution with known 
shape parameter p. The prior distribution of 6 is an inverted gamma dis-
tribution with c.v. l//v-2. n is the size of the san^ jle drawn from the 
gamma distribution) 
V 
3 
6 
11 
n 
3 
8 
15 
24 
35 
3 
8 
15 
24 
35 
3 
8 
15 
24 
35 
p=l 
0.754 
0.800 
0.849 
0.887 
0.914 
0.781 
0.824 
0.864 
0.896 
0.919 
0.824 
0.855 
0.884 
0.908 
0.926 
p=2 
0.781 
0.855 
0.903 
0.932 
0.951 
0.809 
0.869 
0.910 
0.936 
0.952 
0.844 
0.887 
0.919 
0.940 
0.955 
p=4 
0.831 
0.908 
0.944 
0.963 
0.974 
0.849 
0.914 
0.946 
0.964 
0.974 
0.873 
0.922 
0.949 
0.965 
0.975 
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Table 3 
Values of Y 12 
Bayes risk of posterior mode estimator of 6 
Bayes risk of ML-MVU estimator of e 
(6 is the unknown scale parameter of the gamma distribution with known 
shape parameter p. The prior distribution of 0 is an inverted gamma dis-
tribution with c.v. l//v-2. n is the size of the sample drawn from the 
gamma distribution.) 
n p=l p=2 p=4 
3 
8 
15 
24 
35 
0.796 
1.000 
1.039 
1.041 
1.036 
0.960 
1.040 
1.038 
1.030 
1.023 
1.031 
1.037 
1.025 
1.018 
1.013 
3 
8 
15 
24 
35 
0.480 
0.747 
0.868 
0.924 
0.952 
0.675 
0.877 
0.942 
0.968 
0.980 
0.831 
0.947 
0.976 
0.986 
0.991 
11 3 
8 
15 
24 
35 
0.280 
0.520 
0.679 
0.778 
0.840 
0.444 
0.694 
0.816 
0.880 
0.916 
0.625 
0.826 
0.903 
0.938 
0.957 
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CHAPTER 4 
MYESIAN ESTIMATION FOR A POISSON PROCESS AND A TM) PARAMETER 
NEGATIVE EXPONENTIAL DISTRIBUTION 
1 INTRODUCTION 
In observing a series o£ events occurring in time an experementer has 
two courses open to him — either count the number of events occurring 
during fixed intervals of time or measure the length of time taken to 
register a fixed number of events. It is well known that if {X(t), 
t >^  0}, where X(t) denotes the number of events that have occurred 
during the time period from 0 to t, is a Poisson process then the 
successive inter-occurrence times are independent (negative) exponen-
tially distributed random variables. The problem of estimation of the 
corresponding distribution functions has been considered in the liter-
ature. Both Bayesian and non-Bayesian studies have been made. However, 
the available studies leave certain gaps — som^ e of vdiich shall be 
filled in this chapter. 
Of particular interest in reliability theoretic studies is the 
estimation of the probability that X(t) = 0 for a specified value of t 
in a Poisson process {X(t), t >;^  0}. Classical and Bayesian estimates 
for R(t) = PQC(t) = 0) have been discussed by Zacks and Even (1966) and 
Gaver and Hoel (1970). In section 2 of the present chapter, the same 
problem is studied in a Bayesian context with an approach different 
from Gaver and Hoel (1970). Bayes risk of the Bayes estimator (with 
respect to squared error loss function and negative exponential prior 
for the intensity parameter of the Poisson process) of R(t) is obtained. 
Bayes risks of ML and MVU estimators of R(t) are also computed and com-
pared. 
In section 3, Bayesian estimation in a negative exponential dis-
tribution is considered. The one (scale) parameter nagative exponential 
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distribution has already been considered by Bhattacharya (1966). We con-
sider a two parameter negative exponential distribution where both 
location and scale parameters are unknown. Bayesian estimates of various 
parametric functions are derived and, now following Gaver and Hoel (1970) 
their mean-squared errors are obtained. The parametric fimctions consi-
dered include the p-th fractile and the distribution function. Priors 
considered are 'in5)roper' and it is found that for proper choice of the 
parameter in the prior distribution, Bayesian estimates reduce to the 
corresponding ML and MVU estimates. The results for mean-squared error 
of the Bayesian estimates, therefore, also provide the mean-squared 
error of the corresponding ML and MVU estimates. It turns out that for 
certain values of the parameter of the prior distribution, the Bayes 
estimators are superior to their classical counterparts. Also, numerical 
con5)arisons show that in certain cases the ML estimators have smaller 
mean-squared errors than the corresponding MVU estimators. This is 
particularly true for small san5)le estimation of the fractiles to the 
right of the population median. 
2 BAYESIAN ESTIMATION OF RELIABILITY FOR THE POISSON PROCESS 
2.1 Statement of the Problem 
Let {X(t), t >^  0} be a Poisson process with unknown intensity e and in-
terpret X(t) as the number of failures in a given system during the in-
terval (0,t]. The parameter e may then be considered as representing 
the (constant) failure rate and the reliability function will be 
R(t) = P(X(t) = 0) = e"®^. 
It is desired to estimate R(t) for any specified value of t. As a basis 
for estimating R(t) we suppose that a record of past events over a fixed 
time tp is available. Thus the observed value of X(tj.), the nimiber of 
failures in (0,tQ], is known. In some circumstances it may be desirable 
to incorporate prior information concerning the unknown failure rate e 
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by the iise o£ Bayesian methods. We shall assume that prior information 
about e is available and expressible as the prior density 
(1) g(9) =X exp(-Ae), 0 < X < <» 
vdiere X is known. In other words, it will be assumed that the failure rate 
e is the realized value of a random variable 0 having the negative exponen-
tial distribution with mean X. This negative exponential distribution 
has the moment generating function 
Mg(s) = X/Cx-s), s < X . 
The problem is to obtain, under the above made assunq)tions, the 
following: (a) Bayes estimate (with respect to the squared error loss 
function) of RCt), (h) Bayes risk of the Bayes estimate of R(t), (c) 
Bayes risk of the ML estimate of R(t) and (d) Bayes risk of the MVU 
estimate of R(t). The Bayes risks have to be derived with respect to 
the same prior density (1). 
2.2 Bayes Estimator of Reliability and its Bayes Risk With Respect to 
the Negative Exponential Prior 
Let f(x|e) denote the probability mass function of X(tj.) vdien the realized 
value of the failure rate is e. Then 
exp(-et J (et J ^ 
f(x|0) = PCX(tQ)=x)= . ^ y — , x= 0,1,2,... 
which has moment generating function 
M^(s) = exp{-etQ(l-e^)}, 
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The posterior density of the failure rate random variable 0, corres-
ponding to the prior density (1), is 
* (et )^ exp{-eCx+tJ} 
g (e|x) = ° " /^(etg)^ exp{-e(A+tQ)}d6 
r(x+1) ^ exp{-e(X+tQ)}, x = 0 , l , 2 , . . . ; 9 > 0 
vhich is a gamma distribution with moment generating function 
We now prove the following 
THEOREM 1. 
I. The Bayes estimator of R(t) = exp(-et) (under the squared error 
loss function and the prior density (1)) is 
* A+t^ 1+X(t^) 
^ (^^ = Cxx4^) V t > 0 
II. The Bayes risk (under the saquared error loss function and the 
* 
prior density (1)) of R (t) is 
* * (j,2 
r (R (t)) = 1 J 
(i+2^){(i+^r+^Q(i+2^)} 
vdiere H'=t/A and f^ = tjx. 
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Proof:! follows on noting that the required Bayes estimate of RCt)=exp(-6t) 
is given by 
R (t) = E(exp(-et) |X(tQ) = X) 
^•^^0 .x.l 
= V^ -^ ^ = ^(Fbn) 
'0-' 
for all t > 0. Thus the Bayes estimator is 
* X+tQ 1+X(tj 
R Ct) = ( p ^ ) 
which can also be written as 
l+^l+X(tQ) l+,|>Q l+XCtp) 
R (t) - ( 1 + ^ ) - ( jT^ ) 
\diere ¥= t/x, TQ= tJx, ^Q= U'VQ, and =^ t/t^ is the ratio of the "mission 
time" t to the "test time" t^. 
We now prove II. The required Bayes risk is 
r*(R*(t)) = Eg[pCe,R*(t))] 
vdiere E denotes the expectation with respect to the prior density g(e) 
specified by (1) and the realized value of p(0,R (t)) is the risk function 
p(e,R*(t)) = E^(R*(t) - exp(-et))^ 
* 1+XCt ) 
Writing R (t) as p , where p= (x+tg)/Cx+tQ+t) and noting that 
X(t ) 
(2) E^(s ) = expC-etgCl-s)) 
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we get 
pCe,R*(t)) = E^CR*Ct))^ - 2e"^^ E^(R*Ct)) + e"^^^ 
•which is also obtainable, with suitable notational changes, from equation 
(2.46) on page 842 of Gaver and Hoel (1970). 
It follows that 
rV*Ct)) = v^ Mg(-tQ(l-y2)) - 2y Mg(-(t+tQ-pto)) + Mg(-2t) 
Xy _ 2Xu ^ _X_ 
A-Ht,(l-y^ ) ^^^^-^V-^^O -^^ t^ 
'0 
_y 2y ^ 1 
" l+.o(l-y2) Cl-H'+^ O^ -^ O^ l^ '^F • 
Noting that y= (l+¥Q)/(l+'l'+'i'Q), we obtain 
1 + "HQO-'V^) = y((l+'i'+l'o) - "VQV) 
and 
* * y 1 
"" ^  ^^ ^^  " " (l+Y+^QJ-Ypy •" F 2 ? 
l^^O ^ 1 
(1+1'+¥Q)^->FQ(1+WQ) ^ ^ ^ 
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1^0 ^ 1 
{l*^f-^Q{l-^2^) ^^^ 
2 
(l+2'i'){(l+<i')^ -Hi.Q(l+2T)} 
proving II. 
2.3 ML and MVU Estimators of Reliability and their Bayes Risks With 
Respect to the Negative Exponential Prior 
It is easily shown that the ML estimator of e is, under the stated 
conditions, 
0 = X(tQ)/tQ 
and hence that of R(t) = exp(-et) is 
-fit -^Cto)t/t 
R(t) = e ^ ^ = e " " . 
Properties of R(t) have been studied by Zacks and Even (1966) and Gaver 
and Hoel (1970). It can be easily shown that 
E(R)t)) > R(t) 
so the ML estimator is biased high, or optimistically in the reliability 
interpretation. This defect is removed by the estimator 
R(t) = (1- f-) " 
which is unique solution of 
-et E{T(X(tQ))} = e 
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The estimator R(t) is, in fact, the unique MVU estimator of R(t). This 
follows on noting that X(t^) is a complete sufficient statistic (see 
Zacks C1971), chap. 2) for the present family of<.Poisson distributions 
and, therefore, by the Lehmann-Scheffe'theorem, R(t) is the (essentially) 
A 
unique MVU estimator of its expected value R(t). Properties of R(t) 
have been studjed by Zacks and Even (1966) and Gaver and Hoel (1970). 
The estimator R(t) degenerates when t = t^ to 
r 1 if X(tQ) = 0 
R(t) = I 
I 0 if X(tQ) > 1 
An obvious criticism of R(t) is that^ for t > tp,, R(t) is negative for 
yV U A 
odd X(tp). Hence in this case max(0,R(t)) is superior to ft(t), and thus 
R(t) is inadmissible for t > t^ .. 
The Bayes risks of R(t) and R(t) are obtained below under the 
assunptions that the loss function is squared error and the prior dis-
tribution is the negative exponential distribution (1). As before, 
'F, TQ and ^ denote t/x, tJx and t/tp respectively. 
THEOREM 2. The Bayes risks of R(t) and R(t) (under the squared error 
loss function and the negative exponential prior having mean l/x) are 
given by 
r * ( R ( t ) ) 
r * ( R ( t ) ) 
_ 1 2 
l+^Q(l-e ' '^^) l+l '+¥Q(l-e ' 
= ? l ' /{ ( l+2 ' i ' ) ( l+T(2-?))} 
• ^ ) 
+ 1 
1+2^ 
and 
respectively. 
Proof: The Bayes risk of R(t) = exp(-X(tQ)^) is given by 
r*(R(t)) = Eg[p(0,R(t))] 
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where 
Hence 
p(e,R(t)) = E^(RCt) - e'^b^ 
-2a(tJ _et -^^CV .2et 
= Ef(e 0 ^  - 2e ^ ^ E^(e " ) + e ^ '^ 
-et„(l-e"2^) -e{t+t„(l-e"^)} _2et 
= e ° -2e ° + e ^^^, using (2) 
r*(RCt)) = Mg(-tQ(l-e"2^)) 
•2Mg(-t-tQ(l-e"^)) + Mg(-2t) 
A _ 2X ^ ^ 
A+tQCl-e""^ X+t+tQ(l-e"^) ^^2^ 
. 1 
l+YQ(l-e"^^) l+T+'l'Q(l-e"^) ^^^ ' 
* 
To obtain r (R), we first note that the variance o£ the MVU estimator R(t) 
is given by 
2 
Vci(t)) = e-2^^ (e'' ^ 'O -1) = e-^^(2-,) .^-2et 
(see Zacks and Even (1966), p. 103 or Gaver and Hoel (1970), p. 837). Hence 
p(e,R(t)) = E^(R(t) - e"^b^ = V(R(t)) 
and, therefore, 
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r*(RCt)) = Eg(e-Q^(2-,)) . ^^^^-2et-^ 
Mg(-t(2-5)) - Mg(-2t) 
X 
X+tC2-^3 ' X+2t 1+TC2-53 1+2T 
= ^ 'i'/{(l+2Y)(l+>^ 'C2-d}• 
2.4 Comparison of Bayes Risks of ML and MVU Estimators of Reliability 
In the above three subsections, we have derived three estimates of 
reliability and their Bayes risks with respect to a negative exponential 
prior. Of these three estimators, the Bayes estimator R (t) is 
naturally the best — provided the chosen prior does correctly repre-
sent the true taken situation and Bayes risk is as the basis of com-
parison. Other criterion of goodness, for exan^ jle, mean-squared error, 
can be suggested and, in fact, Gaver and Hoel (1970) have made a com-
parative study of the Bayes, ML and MVU estimators of Rft) on the basis 
of their mean-squared errors. 
The object of this subsection is to compare ML and MVU estimators 
on the basis of their Bayes risks. Besides Gaver and Hoel (1970), these 
two estimators have also been con^ jared — again from viewpoints other 
than Bayes risk — by Zacks and Even (1966). 
: x(t) 
As noted earlier, the MVU estimator R(t) =(1-C) , where ^=t/tQ, 
is negative for ? > 1 and odd X(tQ). It is therefore unsuitable as an 
estimator of the necessarily non-negative quantity R(t) = exp(-et) if 
^ > 1. For purposes of comparing MVU estimator with the ML estimator, 
we shall, therefore, restrict ourselves to the case ^ < 1. In fact, 
we shall assume that ^ is so small that e"^ can be approximated by 
2 
1-C+C /2. The latter estimate is quite suitable if c, is less than or 
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eqixal to 0.1 or even 0,2. As noted by Gaver and Hoel (1970, sec. 2.7, p. 
843) t, in the neighbourhood of 0.1 represents a realistic small-moderate 
saii5)le size situation illustrative of practice. Zacks and Even (1966) 
have chosen the values ^=0.15, 0.25 in their numerical study of the 
"relative efficiencies" of various estimators of reliability. 
An idea of the relative performance of the MVU and ML estimators of 
R(t) may be obtained from the ratio of their Bayes risks: 
Q = QCt,tp,x) = r*(R(t))/r*(R(t)) = ^ A Q . 
0 0 *? 
For small values of ^= t/t^, one can write e'^ = 1-c+C /2, e ^ = 1-2^+2^ 
to get 
r (R(t)) = ^ - ^ ^ 1 — + ^ 
l+4'Q(l-e ^^) l+'P-Hi'Q(l-e ^) ^ ^^ 
1 2 ^ J. 
1+21'-2 i;^ ' 1+21'-(^T/23 l+2f 
1 \ 1 2 ^ ^ v^y 
l+2>p ^ 1-4? " 1-C ^^' ^ 2(l+2f) 
2g(2g+l) 
(1+21') (1-0 (1-4?) • 
Also, 
Therefore, 
r CR(t)) - i+2i'-c'F " i+2ir " (I+^T) (1-2?) 
* ^ 
0 , r (R(t)) . a-;)(l-4;) _ , ;(5-8;) 
vdiere ? lies between 0 and 5/4 and ^ is small (in the neighbourhood of 
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0.10, say). The above e^ qjression shows that Q - 1. Thiis, in the situation 
considered, the ML estimator of R(t) = exp(-et) is as good as the MVU 
estimator. 
3 MYES, ML AND MVU ESTIMA.TION IN THE LOCATIOJ AND SCALE PARAMETER 
NEGATIVE EXPONENIIAL DISTRIBUTION 
3.1 Statement of the Problem 
Let X^,X-,...,X be independent and identically distributed random vari-
ables having the negative exponential density 
(3) f(xly,a) = (1/a) exp(-(x-y)/a) , x >^  y 
where - « > < y < ' » , 0 < a < " ; y i s called the location parameter and a, 
the scale parameter. This distribution has mean y+a and p-th fractile 
C = ]i+o log(l/(l-p)) = ]i-a log(l-p), 0 < p < 1 (The p-th fractile of a 
continuous distribution fimction F is defined as the smallest number 5 
satisfying V{^ ) = p.). The ML and MVU estimators of ^,a, 1/a, C and 
F(t) = l-exp(-(t-y)/a) have been obtained by Epstein and Sobel (1954) and 
Zacks (1971, pp. 148-149). 
The object of this section is to obtain Bayes estimates of \iya, 
y +a, 1/a, g and F(t) in a state of "prior ignorance", and to derive and 
conpare in the spirit of Gaver and Hoel (1970), the mean-squared errors 
of Bayes, ML and MVU estimators. The choice of the non-informative prior 
to be adopted is discussed below. 
3.2 Improper Priors for y and a 
Any prior idea one might have about the location of a distribution would 
usually not be much influenced by one's idea about the value of its 
scale parameter. Moreover, prior dependence, if any, between the location 
and the scale parameters may often be removed by appropriate transfor-
mation (Box and Tiao (1973), p. 52). We, therefore, make the synplifying 
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assun5)tion that the parameters y and a in (3) are the realized values of 
two independent random variables H and E , respectively. 
It will be further assumed that H and E have the respective quasi — 
densities 
(4) g-i^Cp) = 1, - 00 < y < oo 
(5) g2(a) = 1/a , 0 < a < «. . 
These in^ jroper priors, vdiich should be interpreted in the same way as in 
subsection 1.2 of chapter 3, represent a state of prior ignorance. (4) is 
sometimes referred to as a diffused prior over the real line. If a=0 then 
(5) reduces to a diffused prior over the positive half of the real line. 
The improper prior (5) for a may equivalently expressed as the 
inqjroper prior for e= 1/a given by the quasi — density 
§3^^^ = 1^1 §2(1/6) = 9^"^ 0< e < =0 . 
3.3 Bayes Estimators of p,a, ]i+a, 1/a, C and F(t) 
The following theorem gives the Bayes estimators of \i,a, T=y+a, 6= 1/a, 
£ and F(t) = l-exp(-(t-y)/a) with respect to the squared error loss fui 
tion and independent priors (4) and (5) for p and a-
n 
THEOREM 3. Let X,^. = min{X^,X2,... ,Xj^ } and X = (l/n) E X^. Then, under 
the assunptions made above, the Bayes estimators of \i,a, T= ]X'*'O, 9= 1/a, 
5 = p-a log(l-p) and F(t) = l-exp(;-(t-p)/a) are given by 
* X - X Q I 
^ = ^ (1) " (n+a-3J 
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a* = n(X-X,iO/Cn+a-3) 
CD-
^(1) 
T* = {Ca-2)X,i. + (n-l)X}/ (n+a-3) 
e* = (n+a-2)/(nCX-X^^p) 
^ _ (1+n log(l-p))(X-X^^-j) 
F*(t) = 1- - ^ CI- !:!ci)_5(n-a-2)^ , ^  
respectively. 
Proof: The Bayes estimate (() (y,a) of a parametric function (j)(y,a) is 
given by 
<|) (y ,a) =E {(()(y,a)} 
g 
vdiere n 
g (y ,a lx^ jX2, . . . ,Xj^) = - — •— 
j T J ^ glCy) g2Ca) n fCx^|y,a)dady 
is the joint posterior density of y and a. Writing X|.^ -.= min{x^ ,x^,... ,x } 
and X = (1/n) E X. , we have 
i=l ^ 
n 
n f(x. |y,g) = (1/a)^ exp(-n(x-y)/a), x.^. > y 
i=l ^ -^^J -
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and, hence, for y ^ru ^^'^ a > 0 
>n+a 
*r „|Y V X ^ = (l/g) exp(-n(x-n)/a) 
/-=; ^ /^(l/^) exp(-n(x-u)/a)da}dy 
= (l/g) exp(-nCx-y)/a) 
. ^^^ r (n-^ a-1) 
J -00 n+a-1,- ,n-Ha-l ^^  
n (x-y) 
Cl/g)'''"^ expC-nCx-y)/a) 
r Cn+a-l)/{ (n+a-2)n^'"^"\x-x^^^)''*^"^} 
n+a-1,- Nn+a-2 ^ -^ ., ^  
n (^"^fnJ exp(-n(x-y)/a) 
r(n-Ha-2) a ^ ^ '••^-' 
The Bayes estimates are now easily found. We have, 
* -^Cl) -~ * 
^ = /-» /o^ S (y,a|x^,X2,...,x^)dady 
n-^a-l,- vn+a-2 
r(n+a-2) i-co ^^Jo^^^^^ 
.exp(-n(x-y)/a)da}dy 
Cn.a-2) (x-x.,0^^^-2 /^W,/(x-,)^^^-l dy 
X, -"^ -^ to (^1) n+a-3 
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Similarly, 
* ^ 
° " i S f(f S (y,a|x^,X2,...,Xj^)dadii 
jx+a-lr ^n+a-2 
n Cx-x,iO X r^ i l l^ I l /.f"{/^Cl/.)""^-^exp(-„(i-p)/.)cb}dp 
^ n(x-x^^^) 
" n+a-3 • 
* 
t is easily seen to be given by 
* * * -^ "^ riY ^C^C-X^^NJ 
- =^ " ^ = ^ ^ ( l ) - 5 ^ > " ^ n.a-5 
={ (a-2)Xj.^ -j + (n-l)x}/(n+a-3) 
Also, 
* ^ 
CD 
^ " /-co /O ^^/"^ S (y,a|x^,X2,...,Xj^)d0dy 
" r [ n 3 2 ) ^ /!i'>{/S(l/a)^"^Sxp<-nCx-y)/a)da}dy 
(n+a-l)Cn+a-2)(x-x,.v)^'^^' ^x,.^ » ^ i+a 
» —00 n 
(n+a-2) 
n(x-Xj.^ -j) 
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* '^(1) 5p =/-„ 11^^'° l°gCl-P)) g (p,0|x^,X2,...,x^)dad^ 
n+a-lf- .>n+a-2 
n (x-x,.0 _ x YJr^ [/_f^^u{/^Cl/a)''%xpC-nCx-y)/a)da}d^ 
- log(l-p) /_f^^{/^(l/a)'''"^"^exp(-n(x-y)/a)da}dy] 
x-x,^. n(x-x,^0 
(l+n log(l-p))(x-x^) 
'(1) iffiTT 
Finally, if t >^  x^ -^. then the Bayes estimate of F(t) = l-exp(-(t-y)/a)) 
is given by 
*^<^ )^ =/.f^-^/S{l"e3cp(-(t-y)/a)} g*(y,a|x^,X2,...,x^)dadp 
= 1- !_t fo exp(-Ct-y)/a) g (p,0|x^,X2,...,x^)d0dy 
n^*^"^(x-x f*^"'^ X 
= ^ rCn4-2) -/.P{/oa/a)''*^exp{-(ni-(n+l)yH-t)/a}cla}dy 
= l-n^^^-l(x-x^^J^^^-2(n+a-2) /^fl^/Cni^Cn+Dy+t)^^^"! dp 
'^• ^ ^ ^ ^ : ^ ^ i ^ ^ 
"^"^(1)-^ 
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The assumption t >^ x,^ .. is necessary in the above derivation. 
The Bayes estimators foimd above, with the exception o£ F (t), 
reduce to the corresponding ML and MVU estimators for some values of 
the parameter 'a' occuring in the prior distribution of a. These facts 
and the mean-squared errors of the various estimators are discussed in 
the following subsections. 
3.4 ML and MVU Estimators of ]i,o , v+a, 1/a, E. and F(t) 
Epstein and Sobel (1954) and Zacks (1971, pp. 148-149) derived ML and 
MVU estimators of y,a , 1/a, E, and F(t). Epstein and Sobel (1954), 
whose results include the case of type II censoring (Monn, Schafer and 
Singpurwalla (1974), pp. 161-175), showed that the ML estimators of 
p and a are 
y - Xj-^-j , a - X - X^ -^j 
respectively. It follows from the well known in-variance property of ML 
estimors (Zacks (1971), p. 223) that the ML estimators of T= v+a , 
e = 1/a, Cp = ]i-o log(l-p) and F(t) = l-exp(-(t-y)/a) are 
T - Xj.^^ + X - X^ -^j - X 
e = i/(x - x^^^) 
S ^^(1) " ^ " ^(1)^ i°g(i-p) 
F(t)= l-exp{-(t-X^ ^^ )/(X-Xj.^ -|)} 
respectively. The ML estimators y= X.^. and a= X - X,.. represent a pair 
of sufficient statistics for y and a (Zacks (1971), p. 31), and it can 
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be shown that (XQ-V , X X.^0 is ccm^ jlete. Therefore, by the Lehmann-
Scheffe' theorem, imique MVU estimators v and a of y and a, respectively, 
exist and are functions of X,^ -. and X 
y = X CD n-l 
(1) n(X 
a -
X(.^^. Specifically, they are 
n-l 
(Mann, Schafer and Singpurwalla (1974), p. 175). Zacks (1971, chap. 3) 
obtained unique minimum variance (in fact, minimm risk for a convex 
loss function) unbiased estimators for e= 1/a, 5 . and F(t). These 
estimators (making appropriate notational changes and correcting a 
misprint on page 149 of Zacks (1971)) are given by 
T =X , 
V (^1) 
0 = (n-2) 
n(X-X^^^) 
(1+n log(l-p))(X-X^^^) 
HT 
and 
FW=< 1-!^  ( 1 - ^ 
n(X-X (1) 
Ll 
, t < x^ ^^  
,n-2 ^-^(1) 
n 
< X - X 
t-X 
X - X^^^< 
(1) 
CD 
n 
It is interesting that some of the Bayes estimators obtained in 
subsection 3.3 reduce to the corresponding ML and MVU estimators on 
choosing the parameter 'a' properly. For example, if we take a=2 in (5), 
thus reducing the inqjroper prior of a to a diffused prior over (0,oo), 
* * * * ^ 
the Bayes estimators y , a , T and g reduce to the MVU estimators y, 
s " - *P ^ * 
a ,T and E respectively. For a=0, e reduces to e while for a=2, e 
reduces to its ML counterpart 6. The ML estimator a coincides with the 
Bayes estimator a if a=3. These facts are immediately clear from 
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Table 1 which collects together the Bayes, MVU and ML estimators o£ the 
various parametric functions considered for estimation. 
3.5 Mean-Squared Errors of Bayes, ML and MVU Estimators 
We now obtain mean-squared errors of Bayes estimators of y ,a , y-^tj , 1/a 
and £; . This is a departure from our previous approach of considering 
Bayes risks, rather than mean-squared errors, of Bayes estimators. It 
has become necessary because the priors considered here are 'improper' 
ones and therefore they are not genuine densities. This rules out 
evaluation of the expectations with respect to the priors and hence the 
Bayes risk approach has to be abandoned. It may be noted that Gaver and 
Hoel (1970) have also considered mean-squared errors of Bayes estimators, 
The following lemma is important in the evaluation of mean-squared 
errors. 
IS 
n 
LENWA 1. If X,i. = min{X-,X„,...,X } and X = n X. where X, ,X„,...,X (Ij "^  1' 2' ' n-" . \ 1 1' 2' ' n 
a random san^ jle of size n from 
f(x|y,a) = (1/a) exp(-(x-y)/a) , x ^ p 
then 
(a) X,-,-- and ^-XQ-J are independent, 
(b) X.y. -y has the negative exponential distribution with mean a/n, 
(c) X - X^ -^. has a gamma distribution with mean (n-l)a/n and variance 
(n-l)aW. 
For a proof of this lemma reference may be made to example 2.3 on 
pages 31-32 of Zacks (1971). A direct appeal to the definition of the 
inverted gamma distribution shows that 1/(X-X,^0 will have an inverted 
^ 2 2 
gamma distribution with mean n/((n-2)a) and variance n/((n-3) (n-2) a ). 
We now prove the following. 
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THEOREM 4. The mean-squared errors of the Bayes estimators (with respect 
to the priors o£ subsection 3.2) of y,a, T=y+CT, e = 1/a and £ are 
MSB (/} = {Cn^a-3]^.(n-l).(a-2)^„^ 
n (n+a-3) 
,2. 2 
(n+a-3)' 
,2 , ^>2, 2 
I +Ca-2) ^  
n (n+a-3)' 
MSE (a*) = Un-l) + (a-2)^}a ^ 
MSE (x*) = t^Cn-1) 2)^}a ^ ^  ^ ^.^^2^^.3^2^^2 ^  
MSE (e*) =^(n^a-2)V(n-3)} 
(n-2)''(n-3) a^ 
and 
MSE (£*) - g^CCl+n log(l-p))''((n-l)+(a-2)n}g 
2 2 2 
? 
n"(n+a-3)' 
respectively. 
Proof: The proof of this theorem is a straightforwar application of 
Lemma 1 and the remark (on the distribution of l/(X-Xj.-0) made following 
it. Let B(T) = E(T) -isf denote the bias of an estiinator T of (j). Then 
mean-squared error of T is given by 
MSE (T) = V(T) + B^CT) 
2 
where V(T) is the variance of T and B (T) is square of the bias. The five 
mean-squared errors in the above theorem are now easily deduced as follows. 
ti) ^^ *^) = ^^  Suffer' t^^ *) = s M ^ ' 
V(,*) = Un+a-3)^+(n-l)}a^ ^  
n (n+a-3) 
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n (n+a-3)^ 
( i i ) E(a ) = _ (n-1) 0 (n+a-33 , Ho ) = 
(2-a)a 
(n+a-5) 
MSE (a*) = Un-l)^(a-2)^}a^ 
(n+a-3)^ 
(n+a-3)^ 
( i i i ) E ( / ) ^ . . t ( a - 2 ) ^ ( n - l ) ) o , 
n(n+a-3J 
B(T ) = {(a-2)( l -n)}a , 
^ * _ {(a-2)^+nCn-l)Sa^ 
n (n+a-3)'^ 
n (n+a-3)^ 
Civ) E(e*, . f g l , BCe*, = , ^ , V(e*, = ^ ^ 
(n-2)^Cn-3)a^ 
MSE (9*) = Un.a-2)^-Ka^n-3)} 
(11-2)^(n-3) a^ 
(V) E ( g * ) = , . ^ ^ ^ - 2 ) - ^ ^ ^ - ^ ) , ^ ° g ^ ^ - P ) > ^ , V -- vspv M n(n+a-3) ' 
B f A - {(a-2)(lffl log(l-p))}a 
^^V n(n+a-3) ' 
YU*) - {(n+a-3)^+(n-l)(l-n logCl-pjj^Jg^ 
P n2(n+a-3)2 
MSB (c*) = tl^q^n log(l-p)rCCn-l)Ha-2)-)}a 
101-
n"(n+a-3)' 
The mean-squared errors of the MVU estimators are easily obtained from 
Theorem 4 on using the relationships between MVU estimators and their 
Bayes counterparts. For exaii5)le, mean-squared error of y is obtained 
from MSE (y ) on putting a=2. For convenience of reference, the mean-
squared errors of the MVU estimators are collected together in the 
following corollary. 
COROLLARY 1. 
MSE 
MSE 
(.h 
(6) 
= 
= 
2 
no 
n^(n-l) 
1 
2._ ,^  
> 
> 
. 2 . 2 
MSE (JJ = {l-^(n-l)(l^nlog(l-p))-}a 2, 2 
n^n-l)' 
The mean squared-errors of the ML estimators, again obtainable on 
using Lemma 1, are given below. 
THEOREM 5. 
MSE (y) = ^ , MSE (a) = ^ , MSE (T) = ^  , 
n^ n n 
MSE (e) = ilLl4Cn,3)} , 
(n-2)^(n-3)a^ 
MSE d ) - {l-^Cn-l)(logCl-p))^-^(l-Hog(l-p))"}a 
n 
3.6 Con^ jarision of Mean-Squared Errors of Bayes, MVU and ML Estimators 
The Bayes, MVU and ML estimators can now be easily conpared on the basis 
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o£ the results found in Theorem 4, Corollary 1 and Theorem 5. For exanqjle, 
it ^ 
it can be seen that if a < 2, then the MSE (y ) is less than MSE (y). 
Similar conparisons can be carried out for all parametric functions. A more 
interesting study will be a con5)arison of the two classical methods of 
estimation — MVU and ML. 
Let 
. . \ \ - mean-squared error of the MVU estimator of (^ Cy,a) 
A L(f) Ly ,a) ,nj mean-squared error of the ML estimator of (t)Cy,a3 
where n denotes the sanple size. A value of A (<{. (y ,a) ,n) > 1 will obviously 
mean that the ML estimator of (()(y,a) is siJiperior to the MVU estimator of 
the same parametric function.If A((j)(y,a) ,n) < 1 the converse will be true. 
Corollary 1 and Theorem 5 give the following: 
A(y,n) = n/(2(n-l)), A(0,n) = n/(n-l), A(y+a,n) = 1, 
A(l/a,n) = Cn-2)2/(n^-4Cn-3)), 
and 
^(-^ ^n) = -2 rl+(n-l){2 logCl-p)+n(log(l-p))S . 
P' (n-1)^ 2+2 log(l-p)+n(log(l-p))2 
It is remarkable that the values of A'S above do not depend on any un-
known parameters. Further, an idea of the large sample performance of the 
MVU and ML estimators relative to each other may be had from the limiting 
values: 
lim A(y,n) = 1/2, lim A(a,n) = 1, lim ACy+a,n) = 1, 
n&<o Drhco nx» 
lim ACl/a,n) = 1, and lim A(? ,n) = 1. 
n->oo n-x» ^ 
Further information, particularly as regards the values of A for small 
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sanple sizes, are given by the numerical con^ jutations shown in Table 2. 
Table 2 throws some interesting light on the relative performance of MVU 
and ML estimators of the p-th fractile i . It appears that for fractiles 
to the left of the median (i.e. for p < 0.5) the MVU estimator is 
superior vdiile the converse is true for fractiles to the right of the 
median. 
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Table 2 
Confutation o£ A((|)(y,a) ,n) = MSE of MVU estimator/MSE o£ ML estimator 
((|)Cn,a): parametric function estimated, n: san5)le size) 
S.No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
(t)(v,a) 
P 
a 
\i+a 
l/o 
n=5 
0.625 
1.250 
1.000 
0.273 
n=10 
0.556 
1.111 
1.000 
0.500 
n=25 
0.521 
1.042 
1.000 
0.742 
n=50 
0.510 
1.020 
1.000 
0.857 
n=100 
0.505 
1.010 
1.000 
0.925 
^0.05 
^0.10 
^0.25 
^0.50 
^0.75 
^0.90 
^0.95 
0.128 
0.163 
0.540 
1.036 
1.192 
1.229 
1.238 
0.063 
0.172 
0.668 
1.005 
1.083 
1.101 
1.105 
0.097 
0.370 
0.831 
1.041 
1.031 
1.038 
1.039 
0.186 
0.517 
0.908 
1.000 
1.015 
1.018 
1.019 
0.328 
0.688 
0.952 
1.000 
1.007 
1.009 
1.010 
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